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Trustees Increase Resident Rates
The Board of Trustees has
a pproved increases in dormi
tory, townhouse and meal plan
costs to students for the '78-'79
school year. In addition, a new
fe e for triple rooms in
dormitories was established. The
increases were attributed to the·
energy situation and an "overall
e scalation of operating
expenses ." .
The most recent dormitory
rate increases were two years
ago, and the meal plan cost was
last increased four years ago. In
his letter of notification to
parents, Barry Fullerton (Vice
President for Student Affairs)
t!x plai Ol> that the school "must
increase (its) charges if we are
gomg to continue to offer the
qua lity room and board service
thaI we have over the years."

By Ron
Part of the 12% increase will
be absorbed by rising
maintenance expenses. Costs
(for materials only) to repair or
replace glass, screens, ceiling
tiles, doors, carpets, and
furniture in the Dorm Village
reached $4(·000 in the '76-'77
fiscal year.
The meal plan increase is in
anticipation of price increases in
the contract renewal with SAGA
in September. The actual cost
increase will not be known until
then.
ADDDED REVENUES
In September there were 1550
Dormitory students, of which
390 were tripled . Peter Barlow
(Director of Residence Life) said
that all requests for de-tripling
were fulfilled, leaving 60
st udents tripled t hi seme~ter.

Bunce
Under the new rates , and given
the same dormitory enrollments
as this year, the added '78-'79
revenues for room and board
will be $245,500.
The rate increases will not
result in new services or facilities
in the dorms. The change will be

the addition of furniture in each
of the tripled suites . Each person
will have a bed (no cots). a
bureau, and a desk.
The rate increases intended to
absorb inflationary pressures are
in the following table.

UPIUPDATE
Compiled by Jay Metzger

INDIAN LAND?

(UPI-WASH.)- Senator
William Hathaway uys
President Carter may make a
recommendation to resolve the
Increase of $100 per occupant
Maine Indians Land Claims
Double Room, Dormitory
New Fee - $600 per occupant
Case next week, just prior to his
Triple Room, Dormitory
I ncrease of $150 per occupant
scheduled February 17th-18th
Townhouse, All Rooms
Increase of $100 per person
VISit to Bangor. Hathaway
Board (Dining Service)
tonight said he was told the
This new fee will remain for full sem.:ster. even if de-tripling occurs President's special three-man
during semester.
task force was close to making a
The combined Room and Board Charges for 1978-79, then, are: recommendation to settle the
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot
Indians' claims to 12.5 million
Board & Double Room, Dormitory
SI725
acres of Maine. Bangor i within
Boar" & Triple Room, Dormitory
51425
the area the Indians are
claiming. Carter wi!! visit the
Townhouse (No Meal Plan)
51350 - Single
51200 - Double queen · city to ca mpaign for
Hathaw,t,
ho faces a stiff
election challenge from Rep .
William Cohen.

Dorms Take On Water

SADAT TOURS

By Liz Windbiel
Last Wednesday. January 25.
heavy rains caused considerable
fl ooding in dorms 3.4,5,6,7,8,9.
10. 11 ,12. Ice, which had built up
around the bottom floor
windows, prevented the rain
water from going anywhere
except through the windows.
Dorms 4,5. and II experien
ced the worst water damage. In
d orms 4 and 5. the flooding
started in the laundry room i. j
flowed like a river, seeping into
the suites from under the doors.
Students put towels under the
doors to stop the water from
coming in, but nothing seemed
to stop it. One of the residents in
dorm 5 said, "The water was

moving so fast it had a current ...
When asked what caused the
it!" Fortunately, no personal flooding, Charlie Pickett (head
property was destroyed, and the of maintenance) explained that it
only serious damage was to the was a series of "freak
rugs that were saturated .
happenings." First a big
In dorm II. the water came in snowstorm, then freezing, then
through the windows and over rain. The footing drains around
the wall like a "waterfall". The the dorms were plugged up with
rain was so heavy during the
.night, water started coming up ice; and an accumulation of ice
through the ground, ruining plus the strong winds forced the
water to run off the roof and
carpets.
blow into the windows. Mr.
Mainten~nce arrived with
pumps at around 10:00 p.m., and Pickett commended Jerry
worked all night trying to keep . Ramos and the R.A.'s for their
ahead of the water. The next cooperation and hard work in
day, the carpets were vacuumed inspecting the rooms and
and the students were allowed instructing the people to remove
back to their rooms.

their personal property. They
'(UPI)- 'Egyptian President
too were up most of the night.
Anwar Sadat today launched an
The question everyone is now
eight-nation tour to seek
asking is. "What will be done to
backing for his Mideast peace
prevent this from happening
efforts. His first stop was in
again'!" Mr. Pickett admitted
M oroco for a day-long
that "not much could be done ."
conference with King Hassan,
He said "there was no way of
his closest Arab friend . Eight
preparing for something like
hundred miles away, in Algiers,
this." But. he added that
leaders of the PLO and four
maintenance was waiting for the
Arab nations---Algeria. Syria,
12 to 14 inches of frozen ground
Libya, and South Yemen--
to thaw so they could start
opened a two-day summit to
digging more footing drains just
plan ways of thwarting Egypt's
in case. Mr. Pickett added that
peace talks with Israel. Iraq
"this shouldn't happen again
boycotted the meeting, claiming
unless the same series of freak
that its fellow Arab nations are
happenings occur."
too moderate in their anti
Egyptian stance.

Clear Today,
Meriwether To~ight
The Roy Meriwether Trio

Photo bl' 1. W.

The laundry room in Dorm II took a waterfall last week. This is
only one example of the flooding problems many of the dorms had.

"Explosive!"
"Two-fisted!"
"Charasmatic!" "The sound of a
champion with thunder in his
left hand and lightening in his
right! ..... all describe Roy
Meriwether's performances.
Roy's style is the blend of
gospel tradition with jazz, rock.
blues and classical elements
intertwi~ed . The program you'll
experience tonight includes
fantastic arrangements of
contemporary works, (when you
hear Roy' ~ "Jesus Christ
Superstar." you'll be driven
towards heaven). as well as
selections from his h.ighly
acclaimed Jazz Suite, "Black
Snow."

Roy's appearances at clubs
such as Paul's Mall and the Jazz
Workshop in Boston and
Hickory House in the City are
constantly earning strong
reviews (reread the opening lines
of this article). as well as
attracting new followers to his
unique style of musicianship.
This evening may well be THE
musical event of this year! We
predict that this Roy Meriwether
concert will seize your soul!
PLUS.. .

Educated Comedy?
When we told Tom Parks'
manager that we wanted some
promotional info to entice you
co nI. 10 p . 2. col. 2

SETTLEMENT?
(UPI)- Negotiations between
the United Mine Workers Union
and the soft coal industry took
an optimistic turn yesterday.
The Union's bargaining council
members have been summoned
to Washington for a' meeting
today. apparently to pas s
judgment on the industry's latest
contract offer. A settlement
would be good news for
Appalachian states threatened
with electricity cutbacks due to
coal shortages. Officials estimate
that because of the 60-day old
strike by 160.000 workers.
There's less than a 30-day supply
of coal in Ohio. Western
Pennsylvania, Southern West
Virginia, and Eastern Kentucky.
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FOCUS
How organized are the various departments
at Bryant College? Does one department know
what another one is doing, or are they all
working as separate entitles? 1lIis week we
have a little story, or shall it be called an
adventure in Bryant College's internal
structure.
On Thursday, January 19 a student-lost a key.
On Sunday, January 22 Student Affairs was
notified of this lost key and asked to have a
replacement made. The student was informed
that the key would be ready on Monday or~
Tuesday. Monday rolled around and the key
was not ready; Tuesday, \Vednesday, and
Thursday also...On Thursday a form was ruled
out requesting this key directly from Security.
The student was told that the key would be
ready on Friday. Friday comes--no key!? On
Friday they realized that the form had gotten
lost. (This is the second request.) First
checking Student Affairs, then Security a few
times a day, no one seems to have seen it (for a
whole week!). So why not, fill out another form
and personally _hand it to Chief Gardner.
Saturday, sure no problem, well, maybe not. So
Sunday rolls around; yes, the person who could
make a key does work on Sunday, but the
material to make the key was locked in Chief
Gardner's office. Monday comes; key, oh yes,
well the request was not lost, somehow they
thought the key was made; but couldn't be
found at that moment! Tuesday comes; the key
was ready and available, picked up, and even fit
the lock. Oh S 11 re, they say how sorry they are for
the inconvenience thatwas caused, butrea11y!
This story may seem a bit absurd, maybe also
a little long, but hopefully the point was made.
If ever anyone of you loses a key, for example,
don't hold your breath; it will come sooner or
later, don't lose the faith.

The Archway
Staff Member

We are writing this letter to
express our dissatisfaction with
the present snow removal ...-------~---~
system. To put it qui,te mildly, • Many trucks with plows were
seen driving around all day, just
the system now in existence is a
driving without sanding or
joke. When snow is allowed to
plowing--watching strander
accumulate for three days
drivers attempt to dig their cars
without any removal, it presents
out. After five years of
a hazard to anyone on campus.
"practicing"
snow removal in
We're not talking just about
Smithfield, you would think that
pathways that we walk on but
a school so modern and up to
also roads and parking areas. It's
date in many ways would have
really tough for those who own
figured this one out by now!
cars on campus during a storm.
When they do plow. what do
Paul J. Regan
they plow? Having your car
Scott
Goldberg
plowed in by three to five feet of
Paul Blend
snow requires some form of
Andy McLeish
explanation!
Bill Conlin
Th~re has to be a better way
Karl W. Borsver
along with much more
Carol A. Grills
communication between
Maureen Lyons
students and the maintenance
Nancy Delis
people. Why can't an area be
Jayne Morris
plowed and set aside for cars,
Brian Pelan
then the remaining lost plowed?
Chris Blasko
One more thing: after the cars
Jim Jarboe
have been plowed in, why
Ken Learned
doesn't anyone responsible want
Tom Izen
to help out the students? They
Bill Campbell
say they're too busy, smile, ask
J .W. Harrington
for your ID and hand you a
Peter Mantouani
shovel.
Nancy Carlson

Dear Editor,

What type of people go to this I
school? Do we have a bunch of ·
thieves among us? When I left
my books outside the cafeteria, I
fu ll expected to ee them there ,
when I came back. What kind of
person steals books? The thief
was very selective and only took .
the one book he wanted. I
absolutely refuse to buy another
$ I 3.00 book because someone
else decided to steal mine. Does a J
person like this steal all the :
books he needs for every :
semester? Does he feel quilt for '
Cont. from page 1
to come see Tom tonight (WE taking it? I certainly hope so.
If the thief refuses to return
already know what a talented
comedian and all around nice my book Literature: An
guy Tom is...), his manager laid Introduction to Fiction. Poetry,
and Drama by Kennedy, the
this on us ...
The first time Tom Parks ever least he can do is return my
performed, as an M.C. for a high schedule, which was in the book.
school talent show, he decided There is a list of the names of
Dear Editor,
what he wanted to be--a C.P.A. people who own post office
The Board of Directors of
Some years later, armed with boxes at the post office. Would
WJMF would like to express a B.S. in Journalism from the you please look up my box
their appreciation to the University of Florida, Tom number and return the schedule
Physical Plant Department for moved to Atlanta to take his to me. It is the least you can do.
I thought college students J
their kindness, generosity and place in society, only to find it
. had already been taken. A high were supposed to be mature, 1
cooperation.
Over wintersession, Physical school drop-out from Denver young adults. This incident i
Plant completely reconstructed got it while Tom was taking an proves that there is a minority ofl
and sound-proofed our studios. exam in Comparative Religion. mature adults on this campus.
A note of special thanks goes to The guy is now making $28,000. Thievery is not something to be
Ray Quinlan for allowing us to A weaker person is the face of proud of.
go ahead with the construction, this kind of disaster would have
S. Gambino
Brian Britton for his excellent given up, moved back in with the
architectural design and concern folks. Torn's parents moved and
of institutional food and eight
for the entire job, and Edgar didn 't leave a forwarding
o'clock classes. To support his
Montigny for his excellent job address. That left two growing need for paper and
on the actual construction. Had altenatives--become a comedian
pencils, Tom has been touring a
it not been for these people and or go into a coma.. .so .. .at the
lot of colleges-and why should
the rest of Physical Plant, the tender age of 23, Tom Parks
Bryant be immune?
radio station might not have launched his career. Since then,
T~m will be appearing with
been completed in time to be on he has appeared with J .J. Cale,
the Roy Meriwether Trio in
the air for the arrival of Dr. Hook and the Medicine Salmans on as part of the SPB's
Show, and Neil Sedaka.
returning students.
Winter Weekend. And he's got
In addition to furthering said
Again, WJMF wishes to
numbers you've . never seen
thank the entire I'hysical Plant career, Tom has been writing a comedy for even the most
for helping us achieve our goal. book, How To Raise Chinchi1las serious minded among you!
In Your Temporal Lobes. a
Sincerely,
Prepared by the P.R. Committee
guide to selecting a college 'and
Student Programming Board
The WJMF Board of Directors what to expect from four years

A Note
of Thanks
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EDITOR
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Financial Aid Process Change

Financial Aid Deadline
The deadline for filing an
application for financial aid for
the 1978-79 academic year is
February 15, 1978. Students who
plan to continue studies at
Bryant College next year must
comply with this February 15
application deadline.
Application forms for all
federal and College programs
are available in the Financial
Aid Office. The Financial Aid
Form (FAF) must be filed with
the College Scholarship Service
in Princeton, New Jersey and
postmarked no later than
February 15, 1978 . An
institutional application must be
completed and returned to the
Financial Aid Office.

Financial Aid Awards will be
offered first to those students
whose applications demonstrate
a financial need and h~ve been
received on time. Forms filed
after the deadline will be
considered for financial aid only
if funds are available. We urge
all students to file the proper
applications as soon as possible
to avoid the last minute rush or
the possibility of missing the
deadline.
Applications for .financial
assistance must be filed each
year. The review process will
take place during the spring
semester with award notifIca
tions being made aroun·tI June I,
1978.

Orientation in July?
The Orientation Program for
1978 will be considerably
different from past programs
since Bryant College will
sponsor both summer and fall
sessions.
The summer program
(already used by a majority of
colleges in the U.S.) will consist
of a two-day, live-in experience
for both residents and
commuters and their parents.
The advantages of the summer
program include individualized
programs, decreased anxiety of
both students and parents, a
better understanding and
knowledge of the college and
easier transition to Bryant in the

and women will develop a!1d
implement this new summer
program as well as the
abbreviated fall program for
those new students who were
unable to attend the summer
sessions.
Applications and job
descriptions are available in the
Student Affairs Office from
January 24 through February
10. The application deadline is
Friday, February 10 at 4:30 p.m.
Informational meetings on the
application procedure and the
summer program will be held on
the following dates in Room 386:
Monday, February 6, at 3:15

rail.
The four two-day sessions are
scheduled between July 7 and
July 15 with approximately 200
new students and 150 parents
attending each session.
The responsibilies of the
Orientation Leadcrs will be
increasc:d since these twelve men

New

Food
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Attendance at one of these
meetings is not mandatory,
however, they will give the
prospective applications an
opportunity to have questions
answered and gain more
information on the selection
process.

Service

Matt Reiter, presently
Director of Food Service at
Assumption College, Worcester,
MA, has been named Director of
Food Services at Bryant College,
begiiming January 23. He
succeeds Jack Koes, who leaves
Bryant to join the Hallsmith
Company of Brockton, MA .
Born in Ried, Austria, Reiter
came to America at the age of
four. He received an Associates
Degree in Hotel and Restraurant
Management from Middlesex
County College, Edison, New

Director

Jersey, and will graduate from
Clark University this spring with
a B.S. degree in Business
Administration.
Since joining SAGA seven
years ago, Reiter also directed
the food services at the
Maryknoll Seminary, Ossining,
New York for five years.
Married to the former ,
Barbara Bischoff, the Reiters
are the parents of three children,
Mathias, Christine, and Heidi.
They plan to move to the Rhode
Island area this summer.

Something New in Dining Hall
Through the cooperati ve
effort of Saga . Student Affairs,
and the Student Senate, relief
has finally been brought to the
Dining Hall for those diners
annoyed by cigarette smoke. A
survey conducted last December
revealed the concern of students
on this issue, with the creation of
a non-smoking section seen as
the optimum solution.
The area designated as the no
smoking section is each of the
large rectangle tables against the
outer walls of the cafeteria.
Smoking is being discouraged at
these tables through the removal
of ashtrays. The cooperation of
students is needed if this
alternative is to work. Those

students wishing to smoke while
in the Dining Hall are asked to
refrain from sitting in the
designated areas, respecting the
rights of others whom are
bothered by smoke while dining.
Those of us involved in the
search for a solution to the
smoking issue seek your
opinions to this alternative. The
Beef Board is available for your
comments, and we await any
responses.
We emphasize that if the n6
smoking area is to be successful
it has to be both acepted and
enforced by the students
themselves. We seek your
cooperation and assistance in
making this alternative work.

By Ron Bunce
The creation of a new Rhode
Island agency bodes changes in
the financial aid process and
promises to affect all new Bryant
students. The creation of the
'Rhode Island Higher Education
Assistance Authority' will aid in
reducing delinquency rates, and
will guarantee student loans,
administer all financial aid
assistance programs and
distribute grants and scholar
ships that are available,
according to need .
The primary raison d'elre for
the new authority, and similar
ones in other states, is that the
default and delinquency rate for
the Federally Guaranteed
Student Loan Program and the
Direct Student Loan Program
has been increasing annually
nationwide. There have been $13
billion in 10ansIDAd.C-LinJ1' ....
programs began in the late 5U's
Deliquent loans total $750
,million for that period.
While the governemnt steps
up its processes of collection on
deliquent loans, states are
creating these new agencies to .
administer and guarantee
federally-backed student loans.
The agencies have apparently
been succesful.
Last year, RIHEA was
created for the purpose of
"guaranteeing eligible loans ot

•
•

.

•

students ... and of administering
lother programs of post
secondary financial assist
ance.. ."
The new financial assistance
system will offer a grant
program, scholarships, and a
work-study operation, as well as
guaranteeing student loans.
loans. The Rhode Island state
scholarship program, the
nursing education scholarship
program, the business education

teachers' scholarship program,
and the war orphans'
scholarship programs will be
phased out by July, 1981.
Students currently enrolled in
post.:'secondary educational
institutes are not eligilbe for the
new programs. They can apply
for the old programs, but the
new financial aid system applies
to incoming freshmen only.
Public feedback received by
the agency favors a fully
ConI.

10

p . 10; col. 3

Assistant to the President
Dr. William T. O'Hara,
President of Bryant College,
announced on January 16th the
appointment of John H.
Kniering, Jr. as Assistant to the
President.
A Naval Officer and Human
Resource Management Spec
ialist, Kniering was an instructor
and Management Skills
Curriculum Coordinator at the
U.S. Naval Officer Candidate
School, Newport, Rhode Island .
He was responsible for teaching
the Leadership and Manage
ment curriculum required of
prospective naval officers at
OCS. Kniering also acted as
Division Officer and Intelligence
Officer aboard a destroyer in
combat operations in Vietnam,
and carried out navigational and
tactical duties aboard an aircraft
carr;pr in Vip.tnam and the

Mediterranean.
A native of Maryland,
Kniering received his secondary
school education in Connect
icut. He holds a Bachelor of Arts
in Political Science and History
from the University of Illinois,
Urbana, and a Master of
Ed uca tion-Gu ida nce and
Counseling from Providence
College. Kniering also attended
the U.S. Navy Human Resource
Management Instructor School
in San Diego and the U.S. Navy
Basic Instructor Training
School in Newport, Rhode
Island.
Presently living in East
Hartford, Connecticut, Kniering
and his wife, Vicki, plan to move
to the Rhode Island area soon.
The Knierings are the parents of
a daughter, Alyssa.

Dr. O'Hara Appointed

Dr. William T. O'Hara,
President of Bryant College,
Smithfield, Rhode Island, has
been invited to serve as a
member of the Commission on
Leadership Development in
Higher Education of the
American Council on Education
for a three-year term.
The eighteen-member
Commission acts to advise the
staff of the Office of Leadership
Development policy, profes
sional development neds and
program opportunities. Major
programs include the ACE
Fellows Program in Academic
Administration and the Institute
for College and University
Administrations provides a

comprehensive and extensive professional development
learning experience for potential seminars on administrative
academic administrators decision-making and adacemic
selected for this program by leadership aimed at recently
presidents and chief academic appointed' top-level officials in
officers of member institutions. American higher education.
According to J. W. Peltason,
Each Fellow, under the guidance
of two mentors, experiences a • President, American Council on
five to fifteen-month internship Education, these programs have
strenghtened the leadership in
at a host college or university at postsecondary education by
the administrative and policy
identifying and preparing
making level. This past year, individuals who have shown
forty-one fellowships were promise for responsible
awarded to nominees from positions in academic admini
member institutions of higher stratioij. "I am pleased to invite
learning throughout the United Dr. O'Hara to serve on this
States.
Commission , " said Mr.
The Institute for College and Peltason. "His counsel and
University Administrators, interest will be greatly
established in 1955, provides appreciated ."

Housing 1978
As most people are well
aware , the College has
experienced a critical housing
shortage during the past three
years. This situation is expected
to continue at least until the Fall
of 1979. Hopefully, with the
opening of the new dorm on that
date, we will have the ability to
accommodate students in
traditional rooms.
• we still have to face
However,
the problem for next September.
At the time of this writing, we are
expecting approximately 100
students in extended housing for
next year. As in the past, these
new students will be grouped
together. This procedure will be
disrupt any current uppercJass

students. However, in order to
accomplish this, a certain
number of suites will be
designated as "new student
suites". These suites will be
primarily those located on the
first floor of each dorm. This
procedure should not incon
venience many upperclass
students due to the fact that,
traditionally, these are the areas
that are generally used to assign
new students anyway. What this
means is that all tripling should
be confined to these "new
student suites."
Actually, the situation for
next year, while still serious,
should be an improvement over
the past for the following
reasons:

A. The new students are being
notified of this as they are being
accepted. Therefore, there wi"ll·
be no surprises when they are
assigned during the summer.

B. By designating certain
suites, no uppercJass students
should be moved.
.

C. Appropriate furniture is
being ordered now to
accommodate these students.
That is, every tripled student will
have a standard bed, bureau,
and dresser. oN 0 one will be
sleeping on a portable bed. Also,
an additional lounge chair will
be added to the suite.
Peter G. Barlow
Dir. Residence Life
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Student Senate
New Dorm Scrapped
As we come back to school,
everyone has finished exams and
has some free time on their
hands. Unfortunately I haven't,
between being your Student
President, schoolwork, and job
searching, my time has been
limited. However, listening to
me complain is not the point of
this short article: Your Future Is.
Four years ago, the students
organized and picketed the
school. The prime reason was
that the existing administration
was not "student oriented".
There was no participation by
students and school business
meant dollars and cents; student
welfare was at the bottom of the
list of priorities. The strike
"settled everything". Students
became involved on committees
and everyone lived happily ever
after. This is the problem! You
might be happy now, but in a
year or two you could be MAD
AS HELL!

The groundbreaking cere
mony for the proposed
dormitory complex is scheduled
for March. Groundbreaking
means that construction is
approaching quickly. If this is
true, we could be looking at
another catastrophe like the
Student Center. The new dorm
will probably not suit the needs
of the students. Granted
student input was involved in
drawing up plans of the present
Center, but that is not the point.
Student participation is not
being utilized in the planning of
this dorm. College committees
are often passive groups that
meet seldom due to lack of
imput. Now we have a chance
where students can actually
provide input but, no means of
participation.
It is up to the "school
administration" as well as your
Senate to secure student welfare.
The administration must have
active student participation or

Hnes of 'direct communication
whose results will aid the
students. However, the students
are not th~ "professionals," the
administrators are. The
administrators must first view
the students a.~ an integral part of
this college. then seek their
opinions.
At present, "your" dorm is
being planned without your (the
student's) involvement. Let's
hope it's not too late for all of
you to discuss the needs of the
proposed dorm . You, the
students have a vested interest in
the proposed dorm. If you have
any ideas, drop a note in Box 35
of come to the next Student
Senate meeting and make your
views known. They are held in
Room 386A on Wednesdays at
3: 15.
Thank you.
Ray Shideler
President, Student Senate
Box 1210

Whatever Happened To Morley Safer
By Chris VanLuling
Chairman, Student
Programming Board
Those of us involved in
planning the Safer lecture were
as disappointed as you were to
learn this week that he is unable
to keep his lecture engagement.
Many hours of work went into
the promotion and production
of this lecture, and it is
unfortunate that M r. Safer
cannot attend.
We were notified Monday
evening that M r. Safer was being
called out on assignment by
CBS. Those of you who saw "60
Minutes" Sunday evening will
recall the segment Morley Safer

did on Rhodesia. Mr. Safer's
new assignment, for which he
left on Thursday, is in South
Africa. South Africa is closed to
foreign correspondents, but we
believe because of his favorable
report on Rhodesia, South
Africa requested a similar
report, and Mr. Safer was
immediately assigned to begin
the investigation.
Efforts were made on our
part, as well as by our agent at
American Program Bureau and
the President of AeB, to arrange

annoyed him, and he finally
refused to contend with it any
longer.
The point of this message is
that the disturbances caused by
some members of the audience
ruined the concert for the
majority of the others in
attendance. How anyone can be
so ignorant as to disturb a
performer while he is on stage is
beyond any of our under
standings . We expected students
to be respectful. mature and
receptive at this concert, which
apparently for some, meant we
were expecting to much.
If you cannot hear a
performer, you quietly get up
and move closer. If you dislike
what you hear, you leave quietly.
Those of us enjoying the show
don't need to hear you, nor do
we need to see you when you
leave. Each person has their own
tastes in music, and if Liv Taylor
isn't what you wanted, then why
not just leave the concert or not
attend at all. Respect for others
would dictate that you leave

One of Bryants' top typist
Cathy Anderson-is a Sopho
mor~ Senator. Cathy is certified
at ninety-six wpm, and is trying
for the hundred w.pm, which·
only one other student at Bryant
has achieved! She said, "The one
that motivated me the most was
Dr. Morrison because he made
me realize my potential."
Cathy is from Needham,
Massachusetts, and is presently
a Legal Secretarial major. She is
planning to graduate from this
program in the Spring, and go
into Office Administration. Her
long term career goal is to
manage an office concerned with
advertising. Some of Cathy's
work experience includes: word
processing at G.T.E. Sylvania,
and many secretarial jobs
through an employment agency.
N ow Cathy is employed as a
bookkeeper for a drug store at
home.
Some of the sports activities
Cathy enjoys, are both downhill
and cross-country skiing, as well
as intramural soccer and
volleyball.
This is Cathy's first year on the
Senate, and already she has

Photo by J. W.
worked on the Parent's
Weekend Committee, and is
now a Co-Chairperson of the
Orientation Committee for ihis
Fall and Summer. She said."The
reason I enjoy doing it is because
I like working with people. This
year we are testing a new
program, which took awhile 'to
get approved. We have to do our
best to make it a success or the
cont. to p. 10. col. 3

Student Senate Minutes
January 25. 1978
an alternative speaker for
Monday evening. Both Mike
Wallace and Dan Rather were
specificly asked to speak at
Bryant, but both had to decline
because of other commitments.
The S PB regrets this
unfortunate incident. but doca
remind you that the rest of our
Winter Weekend activities will
be held, and do hope you
participate in the numerous
events. We will present a lecture
program later this semester, so
watch for details, and enfoy our
Winter Weekend .

The Livingston Taylor Concert
Those of us involved in the
preparations for the Liv Taylor
concert had an irritating
experience Wednesday evening.
It was in keeping with incidents
at other events at Bryant. but
somehow Wednesday night
seemed even worse.
We have tried programming
different types of entertainment
this year, and the concert that
night was meant to be an
intimate evening with Livings
ton Taylor. At the time
Livingston went on stage there
were 800 plus people in the
room. Liv's style became
apparent shortly after he began,
requiring the audience to be both
receptive, yet disciplined,
listening to his lyrics and
responding when appropriate.
The disheartening fact about
the concert were the distur
bances which occured through
out the entire program. There
was a constant whisper of voices,
as well as considerable
movement within the audience.
Liv attempted to ignore it, but as
we found out afterward, it

STUDENT SENATOR
Cathy Anderson

quietly. without the scenes or
remarks which occurred.
Speaking with Livingston
Taylor after the concert we could
detect his disappointment with
the show. If not for the remarks
and immaturity shown. he
would have continued to play
longer, as he normally does. But
no artist should be expected to
perform under those conditions.
and the Board sympathizes with
Livingston's feelings.
The result was a second-rate
concert with a first-rate artist.
To those of you who were
enjoying the show, we offer our
apologies for the short
experience. It would have been a
first-rate evening, had it not been
for the ignorant few who have
not yet learned how to perform
themselves. The Programming
Board spent many hours
preparing for the evening, and it
should be congratulated for its
eftorts. It is unfortunate that this
production had to be tainted by
the disrespect and immaturity
shown by some of our students.

The meeting was called to Law Enforcement AssoCiation is
order by Ray Shideler at 3:25 in requesting money. It will be
Room 386. The minutes of voted on by the Ways and Means
December 12 , 1977 were Committee next week.
SAC will propose to the
accepted and passed .
Ray stated that freshman trustees some of the gripes Ihe
senator Bernie Dembowski had students have. T hl!\ .... ill incl ude.
transferred to Fairfield lack of facil ity. in the gym.
University. Elections for that problems with the Student
seat will be held in two weeks on Center, and having a student
February 8, The senators were representati ve on the Trustee
also asked to remember the Committee. An article will
following date: February 8. Ed appear in The Archllar
Platt, from College Stores concerning the new dorm. It is
Associates will be at the meeting felt that the students should ha\'e
some input into what the interior
to answer any questions.
Chris VanLuling said that will look like. No committee has
SAGA conducted a survey been set up so far because there
concerning smoking in the has no interest according to the
cafeteria. A number of people administration. Chip Reichhard
were concerned with this. so a no will look into why the parking
smoking area will be set aside in lot and stairways were not
the dining hall. The Winter cleaned after the last snowstorm.
Weekend schedule and related
costs were also presented to the
Senators. Also, a spring concert
is currently being worked on.
What is lhl: YO UR Board'?
Ray asked a freshmen senator
Recently a new bulletin board
to volunteer to put together a
has been placed outside the
variety night where any student
Student Senate offi e.The board
who has talent can participate.
is .lours, If you have something
Joanne Tattersall and Cathy
on your mind that you would
Kirk will work on it.
like to see done. complaints
The responses to the buses
about a particular is ~ uc . post it
going to the malls during
on the YOl'R Board . The
Christmas was not good. This
Student Senate \\ ill be glad to
may be due to the short period of
look into an~ ,uggesti'ons gi\'cn
time it was offered . The
by you .
following will be looked into: I)
The' Ol'R Board will ha\e
getting a smaller bus, 2) still go
current e\(~ nts of the campus as
to the malls in Warwick, and 3)
well a~ t he names of your
have them go every Saturday.
senators, If you would like
Orientation leader applica
somcthing posted. cont a ct
tions are available from January
Sharon McGarry in the Senate
23 to February 10. Orientation
offi\:e. Remember. this i~ YO UR
will be held on four weekends
Board , Let's benefit from it.
during the summer, and parents
will be invited to attend. Every
ST UDENT SE~ A T E SEAT
freshman will come back one
AVAILABI F
day early for a short program.
Any freshman or .ophomore
The Society for the
Advancement of Management interested in the Stu d~n Senate.
"\enate
will present a constitution at the please inquire in :
next meeting. They would like to office for proced ur
more
be recognized on campus. The information.

The YOUR
Board
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Library to be Named
Edith M. Hodgson, a member
of the Class of 1916, will be
permanently memorialized this
spring when the Bryant College
Library will be named in her
honor. Mrs. Hodgson, wife of
Dr. Percy Hodgson, former
world president of Rotary
International, died last
November.
Active in community affairs in
the Blackstone Valley, Mrs.
Hodgson was a member of the
Executive Board and secretary
of the Visiting Nurse Service of
Pawtucket and the Blackstone
Valley for thirty-eight years. She
also served with the Episcopal
Church Women and the
Pawtucket Memorial Hospital
Club and was known for her
work with Girl Scouts and
Brownies.
Known as the "First Lady" of
Rotary International. she and
her husband visited ~" eads of
state, as well as eduu\1 ')rs and

business and church officials
throughout the world. As a
result of these travels. the
Hodgsons became the American
"parents" of Miko Hattori, the
daughter of a Tokyo Rotarian.
Miss Hattori lived with the
Hodgsons for five years while
attending Elmhurst Academy
and college in this country.
In 1976 Edith Hodgson
received the Paul Harris Fellow
award at the Pawtucket Rotary
Club meeting. She was cited for
her "significant assistance given
for the furtherance of better
understanding and friendly
relations between peoples of the
world ."
In making the library
announcement, Dr. William T.
O'Hara. President of Bryant
College, stated. "It is with great
pride that we name our library in
honor of Edith Hodgson. Her
lively involvement In the
('ont .

(0

By Dean Lebovitz

Tentative Grads
. If your name is not on the list
of tentative grads, and if you
believe you will be completing
the requirements for your
Graduate degree this Spring.
check with the Graduate Office
must start getting ready for it as
early as possible. We have a card
that we want you to fiJI out. We
will need to know whether you
plan to attend. your cap and
gown information. how you
want your name to appear on the
diploma.etc.
Stormy VVeather
The policy of the College and
Graduate School is to hold
classes at all times . We cancel
most reluctantly and only when
we must do so. If the weather is
threatening or bad. do not call
the College. Such calls jam the
switchboard and make other
essential calls impossible. Do
listen to the radio and TV
stations in the R .1. area. This
year, for the first time, we also
plan to notify radio stations in
Boston and Worcester.
especially to accommodate our
graduate students. The stations

Welcome back! As all of you
spent your vacation preparing
your entries for The Archway
Photo Contest, perhaps a little
reiteeration and updating of the
rules and regulations thereof is
in order.
Briefly, you can enter if you
are a Bryantonion. but not a
member of The Archway or
Ledger staffs. You can su bmit up
to- three prints in each of the
categories (color prints and
black and white prints); all prints
in each category must be placed
in one unmarked, sealed,
manilla envelope. On the back of
each print be sure to write your
name, local address, and
telephone number. When you
bring your entry into The
Archway office, write your name
on the entry sheet. and transfer
the numher next to your name to

Contest

Continues

By J .W. Harrington
your manilla envelope. Drop the
envelope in the box. and you're
all set.

Friday, March 3rd, through
Friday, March 17th. Winning
entries will be exhibited in The
ArcRway office from Friday,
There are some changes' from
March 3rd, through Friday,
the original rules, so please note
March 10th, and may be claimed
these carefully! Firstly, because
between the 10th and the 17th.
of technical requirements, the
The Archway accepts no liability
deadline for contest entries has
for prints not claimed by Friday,
been extended to Thursday.
March 17th.
February 16 at 3:00 p.m. The
A complete copy of the revised
winning entries will be published
rules is posted in The Archl-l'ay
in the March 3rd edition.
office, so please read them
Remember, for the first time. the
before entering! There is less
winners in the color category will than two weeks left to enter, so
be published in color.
let's get going! Think of the
Secondly, all non-winning . immense personal satisfaction to
entries will be exhibited in the be had from participating in
Unistructure from Friday . this event. sharing the fruits of
February 17 through Thursday. your talents with your fellow
March 2nd. unless the entrant students. Better yet. think of the
specifically indicates any total of $100 in cash prizes which
objections on the entry sheet. could be yours!
These prints may be picked up in
The A fclmlH office from
lio to It!
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Graduate School
Graduate Student Spring
Assembly
The second Graduate Student
Assembly on campus for the
academic year was held on
January 16. New students and
returning students for the spring
semester of the Graduate School
were welcomed by Dean
Le bovitz. A career placement
orientation was presented by Dr.
Shuman, Director of Career
Placement.
This spring. 730 graduate
students have enrolled on
campus, at Rayt heon in
Portsmouth. at BIF in West
Warwick and at Navy in
Newport. Over two-thirds are in
the management concentration.
about 20 percent are in the
accounting concentration and a
growing number are in the new
Public Service Program.

Photo

are WBZ and WSSH in Boston
and WORe in Worcester.
Attendance
We expect that all graduate
students will attend all their
classes. If you cannot make your
class. let your instructor know. If
you miss your class. check with
your instructor to see what you
have missed. Do not let him or
the Graduate Office wonder
what has become of you. We ask
our instructors to let us know
when you have missed two
classes.

A Look Back Then-Look Ahead
By Rod Cohane
Last semester I wrote a series
01 articles on a seminar I
attended aimed at planning a
career. There wasn't a chance to
finish the series of articles due to
the seminars termination after
7he A rchway's last publication.
This is a summary of the Career
Planning Seminar. and how you
can take advantage of such a
marvelous program.
The Career Planning Seminar
is designed to aid the potential
graduate in a better understand
ing of his or her interests. skills.
and attitudes , and how they
come together as possible jobs.
In your lifetime you will work

Withdrawal
If you must withdraw. let us
know in writing. Abseno. from
class neither reduces financial
obligations nor constitues
withdrawal. The date that your
letter is received in the Graduate
Office is the official date.
Veterens
. It is especially important that
veterans let their instructors
know their last date of
atendance. The V A requires that
we give this date. (The same may
apply to nonveterans whose
companies or agencies
reimburse them for participation
in our programs.)

These are key steps that
everyone will encounter sooner
or later. With the type of
practical training the Career
Planning Seminar offers, a

pt:rson can feel confident when
faced with anv step in the job
search.
Due to the nature of the
seminar. it has to be limited to 25
students . The class meets weekly
for 13 weeks. Dr. Sta nlcy
Shuman and Dr. Susan
Chamberlain are the instructors
for the seminar. If you are
interested in attending the
Career Planning Seminar. then
go to the PlaceP1ent Office and
ask for an application. YOli can
find out exactly when and what
time the seminar will hc held.
It's a help to he able to answer
some of the questions now
rather than later.

BERMUDA
March 2{) - 24. 197N

Trip includes:

* Round trip /lights Fom Boston
* Hotel accomodations at the Bermudiana Hotel

Grades
The grades for the Fall
Semester have mailed out. If you
have not recieved them. check
with the Graduate Office.
Undergraduate Courses
If you need an undergraduate
course because you are an
acounting major. you must have
authorization from the
Graduate Office.
Courses at Other Schools
Once you enroll In our
Graduate School. you must take
all of your courses at Bryant.
except when you are given
permission by the Dean to take a
course elsewhere.
ID Cards
We will announce dates for
the taking of photos for 10
cards. The announcement will
come when plans are arranged.

over 10.000 hrs. Wouldn't it be
nice to know what type of
occupations you would be
happiest doing"!
The job interview is also
discussed . How to take a job
interview. types of questions
asked. and so on .
The last few sessions deal with
how to e\aluate job offers
especially in terms of salary.
Also the transiti n from campus
to job.

* Breakfast & dinner daifl'
* One-day use of motor hikes
* Cocktail party 'reception
* Tips
* Taxes
$320.00 per person
* Tran.~fer.\'
For more information:
.'vIilissa Rocco 353-3933
or
Dorothl' Wiener 272-62{){)

•
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1978 'In Review
By Jay Metzger
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Song
Contest

The results from all this
weather were both good and
bad. Two examoles. The
Dr. George Kelley, member of
6. All entries must be submitted
drought
in California was
-SPORTSthe
Board
of
Trustees:has
given
in
duplicate, signed by the
officially declared over. The only
author(s).
The sports scene was problem was that water fell in the College $500 to be awarded
7. All entries become property of
dominated by F-O-O-T-B-A-L the resevoirs, and in the to the person or persons who
L, and more football . basements of houses; along with write the words and music to the . Bryant College.
8. Judging will be done on the
Thankfully, the season is over, lawns, streets, and anything else song judged to be the winner of
basis of originality, appropriate
and we can all get sick on that has the potential to hold the Bryant College Official Song
ness to Bryant College,
basketball and hockey. Never water. But the drought is over, so Contest.
uniqueness and "singability".
was this bombardment worse people can now once again fill
Listed below are the rules and
9. The award will be presented at
than at New Year's. For it was" their swimming pools anytime
regulations for entering the
Commencement.
then that we were treated to the they want (If they aren't filled
contest:
10. A musical group will be
AFC-NFC Championship already),
games, Cotton, Sugar, Rose,
In Hartford, the Civic Center I. All entries must be submitted selected to study and sing the
by March 31, 1978.
entries to the panel of judges.
and Orange Bowl games. And
roof fell in, literally. This leads
like all the other armchair one to wonder if the architects 2. The winner(s) will be II. Judges will be selected from
-NEWSstudents, faculty, and
quarterbacks out there in claims were correct, or whether announced on May 12, 1978.
It looks like peace talks in the
3. Any current member of the administration.
Archwayland, I didn't miss a
the
city
was
given
a
"snow
job."
Middle East have gone to pieces.
single game (Which is why I wear In any case, businesses will lose Bryant Community--students, 12. In the event no entry is
The Egyptians and Israelis are
glasses). After a two week
$15-20 million each year the faculty, administration, staff. adjudged worthy of winning the
not talking to each other. The
recovery period in the local
facility is inoperative. The New and alumni--are eligible to win award the "Contest" will be
Egyptians and the rest of the
repeated next year.
intensive care ward, I counted
England Whalers. true to their this contest.
Arab world are not talking to
4. All entries must be original.
down the last week to the Super
13 . All entries must be
name,
will
move
to
another
site
each other. The Arab world and
Bowl. Of course, the Orange
in New England to finish out 5. All entries must be complete submitted to the Office of
the Israelis are not talking to
Student Affairs .
Crush was, well. crushed (And
their season. This being the with musical score and words.
each other. All three parties are
nobody listened to me when I Springfield Civic Center. The
talking to the United States.
predicted that. either.) And for
CeItics will probably finish their
Which means that Secretary of
those of us who were too
remaining home-away-from
State Cyrus Vance will now
wrapped up in all the shots of the
home games in the Providence
assume the role of the FTD
cheerleaders. Dallas won. The
Center (Which was just
Civic
Florist man. But instead of
Job opportunities in Europe Spain. The jobs consist of
Pro Bowl finished off this
recently
surveyed for any
flowers. he will deliver messages
this summer. .. Work this forestry work. child care work
season's hunting for human
weaknesses
from
the
past
to all the parties not talking to
heads by lineman with
snows .) All in all, the city of summer in the forests of (females only), farm work.hotel
each other. from all the parties
work (limited number available)
instructions to kill anything that
Hartford has just had the "roof' Germany. on construction in
not talking to each other. Of moves.
Austria,
on
farms
in
Germany.
construction
work. and some
fall in on a lot of revenue .
course. the non-talking parties
Sweden. and Denmark. in other more qualified jobs
The battle over who is "No. I"
could start talking again. Their
industries In France and
requIrIng more specialized
made its annual appearance with
conversation attached to the
Germany, in hotels in
training.
Notre Dame getting the nod over
warheads of nuclear missiles.
Switzerland.
-PREDICTIONSfour other 11-1 teams. This
But don't count on it!
The purpose of this program is
Well, there are these jobs
brought the usual screams of
Naturally I had to include this
No year would be complete
available as well as jobs in to afford the student an
anger from loyal fans. And they section. Without it. the article
without a' President giving his
Ireland, England, France Italy. opportunity to get into real
all made good points. But in the
would seem incomplete; and I
State of the Union Message.
and
Holland are open by the living contact with the people
final analysis, this self just won't let that happen. So,
Well, maybe next year will be
of the governments of and customs of Europe. In this
consent
proclaimed expert thinks that
here goes!
complete . The President gave his
these countries to American way. a concrete effort can be
Ole Miss should have been voted
message to the chagrin of many
I) Due to incredible demand,
University students coming to made to learn something of the
"No. I". because they beat "No.
Barney Miller fans (Myself
Spring
and
Summer
will
be
culture of Europe. In return for
Europe
the next summer.
I" ranked Notre Dame.
included). To make matters
shown
through
the
same
reruns
his or her work. the student will
For
several
years
students
Unfortunately. Ole Miss was
worse. the speech was deader
used down through the ages. and
made way across the Atlantic receive his or her room and
eighth in the Southeastern
than a doornail (If one can
Conference. which sort of ages past, and future ages to through A. E.S. Service to take board. plus a wage . However.
consider a doornail once among
come.
part in the actual life of the student should keep in mind that
eliminates them from , competi
the living.) Most of these
people of these countries. The they will be working on the
tion . Solution: Give-them an
2) The FDA (You test'em. we
speeches have at least one
success
of this project has caused European economy and wages
honorary "N o. I" ranking. If this
ban'em). will ban a horde of
controversial proposal; but this
a great deal of enthusiastic will naturally be scaled
does not please the NCAA. then
chemicals
shown
to
cause
cancer
one was what could be
interest and support both in accordingly. The working
they should come up with a fair
in rats. They will base their
considered a "safe" speech . Of
American
and Europe . Every conditions (hours. safety.
playoff system. instead of
decision on the premise that all
course. there is no such animal;
year,
the
program has been regulations. legal protection.
splitting up their divisions into
humans are rats. and therefore.
so what did this scenario in
expanded
to
include many more work permits) will be strictly
big bucks. and almost big bucks.
will be affected the same way.
boredom accomplish? It..
students and jobs. Already, controlled by the labor
3) The Federal Government.
managed to get the typical
many students have made ministries of the countries
acting on a survey made-up by application for next summer involved .
reactions from both political
HEW and the tobacco industry. jobs . A merican- E u ropea n
parties . along with making the
Please write for further
- WEATHERwill ~uccessfully reduce the Student Service (on a non information and application
pu blic wonder if they were better
The weather in 1978 can be
amount of people smoking. As a profitable basis) is offering these forms to: American-European
off with Gerry Ford . At least
put
into two categories. Worse.
result. they will also increase the jobs to students for Germany. Student-Service. Weile ID. Bo.x
speeches were exciting with all
and something beyond worse . In
tobacco industry subsidy to Scandinavia. England. Austria. 70.. FL 9493 Mauren. Liech
those mistakes and accidents.
the New England region alone.
astronomical proportions In Switzerland, France. Italy. and tenstein (Europe).
1978 saw the President hop
four storms including two
order to make-up for the
aboard Air Force One. and
N or·easters. have left us
industries losses .
embark on a nine country.
s~' imming in snow. ice. slush.
thirteen day safari. He met with
4) Congress will pass President
and headaches (Which is great
leaders from all over the
Carter's
proposed tax cut :
for the aspirin industry). The
Eurasian Continent. along with
bringing
relief
to all the typical
reason for this outbreak of
leaders in the Middle East. With
families
in
the
United States.
snow IllS is known only by
all the press coverage. it would
Mother
Nature.
Of
course.
it
5) In the same breath. Congress
seem that the trip accomplished
could have been because we
will raise income taxes by
a lot. But that was really not the
The Law Enforcement American Criminal Justice
weren't eating all our vegetables.
removing certain deductions. It
purpose. because I know "the
Association will be having its Association \\ill be holding its
and like all mothers. she was
will be <lone to pay for the first meeting of the year on first meeting of the year directly
real untold story." You see, the
angry . Only why does she have
President had not introduced
increased tobacco subsidy.
Tuesday. February 7. at 3:15 follo\\ing the completion of the
to show hers different from all
himself to most foreign leaders
p.m. in Room 261. All interested Law Enforcement Association.
6) To combat the dumping of
in his first year of Presidential
the o.her mothers on earth.
students
are welcome to attend . also in Room 216.
products by Japan in the United
Anyway. all four storms hit the
Lambda Alpha Epsilon is
decision making. So. as a result
to be discussed include
Topics
States. the United States will
dC\oted to the promotion of
of the trip, the leaders know
California coast with rain. then
of
sponsoring
a
the
possibility
dump reruns of Gilligan's Islantl,
dumped snow in the Rockies .
professionalism in criminal
exactly who to blame for all
The Bradr Bunch, Hogan's speaker in the crimianal justice
From there. they raced to the
those strange foreign policies.
justice. and stri\'es tLl de\e!llp
and
the
organizational
field
Heroes, and Adam - 12 on
Gulf of Mexico. where they
Before they blamed the United
greater understanding bet\l een
Japanese TV. raking in process of Law Day. This year's
intensified on the warm, moist.
States as a whole, and every
the community and the 1I11al
Law
Day
will
be
held
on
April
27
tropical air. Finally, they went enormous profits. These profits and will include both display I:riminal justice spectrum. All
Theodore, Douglass. and
up the East Coast dumping 'will be used to help finance the booths and a panel discussion.
Howard knows the public never
students wishing tll jIlin this
to~acco subsidy.
has any say in what is done with  everything one can imagine on
The Lambda Alpha Epsilon association arc urgeJ tIl "ttenJ
7) This article will end.
innocent residents everywhere:
the country and its policies.
this meeting.

Now that we've all been back
for awhile, let's look back at
what's gone on so far in good ole
1978. "So soonT', you ask. Why
not'? 1977 is long gone and
tucked away in our memories; at
least yours, I forgot. So I took
the next best thing, which is
1978. Anyway, it just wouldn't
be right to neglect doing a year in
review piece like everyone else
has already done. And now on
with the show (Excuse me.
article).

Job Opportunities

L.E. Association
L.E.A. & L.A.E.

F epruary 3, 1978
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Sigma Io~a Xi '.

Phi Epsilon Pi

GRE.EK
NEWS

First and foremost the
Brothers of Phi Epsilon Pi hope
that everyone had an enjoyable
vacation. It is now time for us to
get back to a little partying and
some studying.
The Brothers of Phi Ep would
like to wish the sisters of BSO
and the brothers ofTEP the bery
best of luck on their upcoming
weekend. It will be an enjoyable
time for everybody.
We are looking forward to
winning the basketball season
with Tommy Appleton as our '
coach. We know he will do a fine
job.
By Donna
Last but not least we would
like to wish all our fellow Greeks
Well, it's about that time
the best of luck with their pledge
again.
The Greek Letter Council
program.
has organized its 1978 pledging
schedule. Pledging will
Tau Epsilon
commence, for those desiring
ad mission to t he eight
The Brothers of TE would like fraternities or six sororities here
.to welcome all back and hope all on campus, on Friday, February
have a good semester. We wish 3rd at 3:00 p.m. At that time,
all pledges the best of luck for the those accepted by the greek
organizations, will be informed
' next three or four weeks.
Last semester the TE-A of the rules and regulations of
bowling team had a successful the Greek Letter Council.
Pledging will consist of
semester only losing in the finals
by 29 pins. High bowler was various activities over a three to
True Brown with excellent four week period. These
bowling by Lance Walsh, Dan activities provide the opport
unity for the pledges to know
Denehy and Russ Neumann.
Good luck TE Pledges, you'll
need it! !!!
Alpha Phi Kappa

Everyone psyched for a new
semester? Hope you all had a
good vacation. Pledgin is upon
us again, and all the sisters are
really looking forward to alot of
fun . and a super pledge class as
always. In a few weeks, we'll all
be reminiscing about all the
meaningful , memorable '
experiences that last a lifetime. '
We're also all anticipating a ;
successful basketball season in ;
store for our teams. Best of luck
to all, and we wish all Greeks,
and those in the process, a happy '
pledging season.
':

Pledging 1978

Tau Epsilon Phi
The brothers of TEP would
like to welcome back everyone
from vacation. It's great to be
back and we are looking forward
to another semester.
We would like to congratulate
Barry Lynn for his outstanding
performance at "Phi Sig's
Superstars Contest." Balry
finished in third place ,
exhibiting a very respectable
performance. Our congrat
ulations to our advisor Jerry
Ramos. for a first ·place tie in the
Administrative Division. Barry
and Jerry are commended for
excellence in exposing their fine
athletic talents.
Sno'Queen Weekend is just
around the corner. Starting
February 8th, the Campus
Follies will feature the talents of
the pledges of fraternities and
sororities. February 9th will be
the night when the Sno' Queen
candidates will compete for the
famed title of "TEP Sno'
Queen." On the 10th the mixer
will be held at the Pub, this will
be a great night of dancing. The
weekend will conclude on the
II th with the "Coronation Ball,"
where winners of the follies and
Sno' Queen will be announced.
Good luck is extended to all the
candidates. TEP and BSO have
! been working very hard to make
this weekend the greatest ever.
We would like to invite everyone
to attend all of these functions.

The Sisters of Alpha Phi
Kappa would like to welcome
everyone back. We hope that
you enjoyed your vacations and
are looking forward to
a prosperour New Year.
Well, pledging season is here
and we would like to wish all of
our plet'lges the best of luck. It is
a hard goal to reach but the
rewards outweigh the diffi
culties. Once it's all the party
begins again.

Delta Sigma Phi
The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi would like to wish the
Bryant Students a happy New
Year and we hope everyone had
a good vacation. We would like
to thank everyone for helping us
make last Fridays Happy Hour
and Jelly Bean Party so
successful. We are currently
rebuilding our basketball team ,
and this years squad looks to be
even better that last years. We
had some very impressive
interviews this past week and we
would like to thank everyone
who came for showing the
interest in us. Those who
received bids will be notified in
the Rotunda near our bench
today at 3:00. We wish TEP and
BSO the Best of Luck on there
upcoming weekend. and a
special Good Luck to Sam 1nd
Dave.
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi

Lampen

Sigma Lambda Theta
their fellow pledges and to also
become acquainted with the
other greek organizations.
Through pledging, the pledges
are given the chance to get to
know each other better and to
grow through the bonds that
fraternities and sororities offer.
Pledging instills a sense of love ,
and belonging to those who
decide to make their choice.
The Greek Letter Council,
along with the total greek body,
wish all the pledges the very best
of luck. We all look forward to
welcoming all of you to the greek
way of life.

Kappa Tau
The brothers of Kappa Tau
would like to welcome everyone
back for the second semester.
Over the upcoming weeks
pledging will be in progress and
we wish all the Greek
organizations good luck with
their pledge classes.
Our A-team in Co-ed
volleyball has made the play-offs
and we are looking forward to a
good year in basketball.

The sisters of Sigma Lambda
Theta would like to welcome
everyone back · from vacation
and hope you are ready for a big
semester. We wish Beta Sigma
Omicron and Tau Epsilon Phi
the best of luck on their Sno
Queen Weekend .
Theta's annual Interest Party
was held on Sunday. All who
attended had a great time. It was
a good to see the familiar faces,
again.
Now that Interviews are over,
Good luck to all!!

Kappa Delta Kappa
The sisters of Kappa Delta
Ka ppa would like to welcome
everyone back from vacations. '
We would also like to wish all
pledges good luck in the next few ,
years.
We would also like to wish :
T~P and BSO good luck 011 their I'
weekend and hope to see
everyone there.
Sincerely,
The Sister of KDK

Beta Sigma Omicron
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon welcome returning
students both old and new. We
would also like to wish the
Brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi and
the Sisters of Beta Sigma
Omicron the best of luck on your
weekend .
On Monday we elected the
following brothers to next years
executive board: President
Kevin Costello; Vice-President
John (Austin) Healy; Secretary
Michael Sousa; and Treasurer
Peter Dominici. We wish the
newly-elected brothers the best
of luck in their new offices. We
know that they will work had
together to keep TKE the
number one fraternity on
campus.
In closing we would like to
congratulate and wish the best of
luck to all the pledges.
The Brothers of
Tau Kappa. Epsilon

On primary purpose of Beta
Sigma Omicron's pledge
program will be to ins!ill a sense
of unity in its pledges, which will
be as important for them when
they become sisters as when they
are pledging.
Our pledge program will be
very active in a physical sense,
but more important, the pledges
will be educated to the
responsibilites of being a sister of
BSO and a Greek at Bryant. In
addition ot our many traditional
pledging activities, the sisters are
currently planning some
philanthropic projects, which
will give the pledges their first
opportunity to work with the
sisters of BSO in our efforts to
,help the community we live in.
No doubt about it--pledging
will be tough . But through it we
hope to gain new sisters who will
be proud of their sorority and
willing to work hard for it.
Michelle Martin
Pledge Mistress

ij[nu

![psilon
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Women and Carrers Workshop
DO YOU KNOW ... ?'??
• 6 of 10 women high school
graduates will work because of
ECONOMIC NEED.
• More than one-half of all
women with school age children
work.
• Women with a college
degree earn less than men with a
high-school degree.

DO YOU KNOW .. .???
• BRYANT WOMEN are
trained in fields where there are
career opportunities.
• BRYANT WOMEN are
trained in many typically non
traditional fields for women
which can lead to better salaries.
• BRYANT WOMEN HAVE
A CHOICE!!!!!!
The Career Planning and
Placement Office is offering a 3 
session workshop on:
WOMEN AND CAREERS

• Women on the average earn
60% as much as similarly
employed men for equal work.
• In 1972, women were only
7% of all the people earning
SIO,OOO and up.
• Two-thirds of the 4 1/ 2
million professionally employed
women are in 5 fields -- teaching,
nursing, social work, library
science, and d ietetics.

Topics to be examined include:
• The economics of the need
for career/ life planning.
• The job market -- careers in
the '70's and '80's.
• Legal protections for the
woman employee and applicant.

Let It Snow?

Career

A concentrated 6-week Career
• Life-planning options which Planning Seminar is being
can include hus band an1/ or offer4d to seniors and 2nd
children in career dec1S1on
semester jouniors by the Career
making.
Planning and Placement Office.
• Dual family careers.
It is designed to help you in your
• How to handle those personal planning for a ·career.
"illegal"questions that may
come up in a job interview.
. SESSION TOPICS FOR THE
• Stereotypes of women
SERIES INCLUDE
workers.
• Determining Your Career
• Executive man and woman:
• Occupational Fields
the issue of sexuality.
• Resumes and Cover Letters
Interested students should Tools of a Successful Job Search
~ign up at the Placement Office
Strategy
by February 21 . Times for the
• Job Interviews-including in
workshop will be determined by class interviews with guest
the schedules of those students interviewers
who are interested in
• Evaluating Job Offers
participating. The workshop will
• Campus to Job: The
be limited to 15 students.
Transition
Additional workshops may be
Class sessions will be held
scheduled, if needed.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 12:00
1:00 p.m., February 28-April 18.

By Linda Holgerson
Ah snow! Isn't it beautiful?
Desolate fields become
shrouded in a fluffy blanket of
whiteness, and busy streets turn
silent as the flakes descend from
the heavens.
But is it really as wondeful as it
seems'? The first few hours are a
welcomed
blessing--cancelled
classes, snowmen, traying--but if
one takes a close look at the
consequences of a N"ew England
snowstorm, it can sometimes be
considered more of a burden.
I'm sure that many ~f you are
getting minorily agitated at my
point of view, especially any avid
skiing fans who might be taking
the time to read this little article
(after, of course, you've waxed
your skis and cleaned your
goggles.) Don't get me wrong--I
love to ski too. And I know
winter wouldn't be winter
without snow. But when it's in
the wrong place at the wrong
time I feel like packing my bags
for Bermuda.
Take, for example, winter
vacation (you know, those five
glorious weeks when you had
absolutely nothing to do.) I can
count at least three or four times
off the top of my head that I had '.
made IMPORTANT plans to go
out only to find that no one was
able to drive because of (ahem)
our dear friend, the snow. The
first few times weren't so bad. I
mean, -sitting around the ·

Photo by Sean McNamee
fireplace with your family can be
tolerated occasionally. And the
hot chocolate and Scrabble
games were cozy too--for a
while. But after numerous
evenings of these activifies, I was
ready for a psychiatric ward. I
guess I'm just not the family
type.
And what about our own
parking lot? I felt like I was
driving through a driving range
when I arrived here that Sunday.
Trying to find a parking space
was literally impossible because
of the drifts . and snow banks.
Today the lot seems a little
better--the plows seemed to have
cleared up the mess as best they

Discover Yourself

could , but not without making
everyone move their cars (in the
pouring rain). Strike up another
one for snow!
Still not convinced that snow
isn't aU that it's cut out to be?
How would you like to have
NIagra Falls coming in your
window? Don't laugh--I know
some students who had this
problem . Thcse poor souls
returned to their rooms only to
find inches of water on the floor
and dripping down the walls. It
seems that the mixture of the
piles of melting snow against the
bottom floor's windows and the
large amo unt of rain which was
falling at the time caused this
dilemna.
Well, what do you say now?
Sure, I love the snow and the
way it looks and feels , and the
things you can do with it, but
aren't there some times when
you could just cry at that first
fluttering flake?

ASSERT1NG YOURSELF
(Men and Women)

Wednesdays, February 83:30-5:00
through March 15. 1978

AWARENESS THROUGH Tuesdays, February 7-283:30-5:00
MOVEMENT (For Students)
AWARENESS THROUGH Thursdays. February 164:45-6:00
MOVEMENT (Staff)
through March 9, 1978
THE TIME OF
YOUR LIFE

April 4-18, 1978

THE ARE OF
RELATIONSHIP

Wednesdays, April 5-19 3:30-5:00 .

3:30-5:00

Bell-Beard Intership
Five Bryant College students
will be chosen for a special one
week Internship in the
Washington, D.C. offices of
Sen. Claiborne Pell and
Congressman Edward Beard.
The Bryant students will serve as
spring
Interns during their
vacation (March 20-24, 1978)
under a special arrangement in
which the College will provide a
stipend to the five students to
defray essential expenses.
The Pell-Beard Interns will
partiCipate in Congressional
staff work, assist in developing
materials for future legislation,
and enfoy an evening program
arranged by experience staff
aides to Sen. Pell and
Congressman Beard.
Three persons, preferably
from Rhode island, will be

selected as Pell Interns; two
persons from the R.I. Second
Congressional District will be
selected as Beard Interns.
All applications will be
screened by a committee
established for the purpose;
Bryant senior wi li h ave
preference.
Mr. Chris Vanluling, and
Intern last year, will be available
as a student "peer cou n elo r'" if
you have questions about
housing, transportation, etc.
Be sure to send m your
application form as oon as
possible! Application forms and
further information . may be
obtained from Prof. Glen D.
Camp .of the Social Sciences
Department, M-F at 12 noon in
Room 225 .

Send a message along...

thursdays, February 9 7-9
16, 1978

through March 13, 1978

If you are interested in
learning more about this series,
come to the CA R EE R
PLANNING AND PLACE 
MENT OFFICE for informa
tion and registration forms. You
must register by February 17th
to be considered for participa
tion. The series will be limited to
25 students

Send a carnation to your:
Tnte Love (Red Carnation)
Friend (Pink Carnation)
Let's Get To Know Each Other
(White Carnation)

Only50¢

th~o~&!U'1.arch

(For Men Only)

WHAT DO SOME OF THE 23
SENIORS WHO HAVE
COMPLETED THE SERIES
SA Y ABOUT IT?

"1 would highly recommend it
to .,those who don't know what
they want to do."
"A good process of techniques
and constuctive criticism that
can help the student become
aware of the working world ."
"I feel more assured as to how
to go about my search. Also
more confident and relaxed
about the interviews."
"A seminar such as this
definitely adds to the college
experience. What good is the
college experience if one doesn't
know how to go about the task
of finding his / her career and a
job."
SIGN-UPS

Valentines Day Special

The Counseling Center will be sponsoring a series of workShOps
this semester. The following is a schedule of those workshops. If you
are interested in attending, please contact the Counseling Center Ext
342 for registration.
.
THE STUDY PROJECT

Pla~ning

Sign up in the Rotunda
10:00 - 2:00
Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday
•

Will Be Delivered On Valentines Day
Another Service Of Brycol
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Innervlslon
It seems as though I've always lived my life for others
My parent's hopes for me were so influencial
.
.
My friend's opinions of me, so important.
' ,
But now they are secondary to my own needs
because despite all the expectations and appeals of others.
I must be happy with myself.

Poetic Interludes

Loneliness is something
everyone experiences at some time or another.
But when the moment is gone
and all the pain of that moment
js replaced by the joy of finding love,
then the agony that was so very present
is soon torgotten.

Close Encounters
By E. J. K.

Freedom is such an easy word
but doe anyone really know what it means?
Yes, it means no commitments, living one's own life.
But it also means many lonely hours
wondering if I~ ruIIv cares.
Empty _rk#
_ Ufity of love

He existed in a dark void,
Rarely venturing out to face the corrupt world.
Suddenly the darkness was shattered
At a party by a girl's smile.
They had a musical conversation.
A close encounter.

Wa....

There were girls on the periphery of his world,
But those who enticed him out of his isolation
Were few and far between.
Those had a certain something which attracted his attention.
A unique combination of natural beauty, intelligence and adventure.
All his previous close encounters, those he dared to face,
Had had boyfriends back home.
His vision had already been implanted in someone else's mind.
He didn't put up a fight,
But retreated to his unhappy security.
This close enconter was different.

After the Storm
By Jay Metzger
Hurried along by the Impatient wind, the snow
scurried through the trees Ina curtain
of white.
The ground, covered with white, breathed a sigh
of relief.
For It was now protected from Mother Nature's
beautiful. but destructive, anger.
Above, the gray sky reflected the gloom that
gripped the Inhabitants below.
They peered out Windows, and from behind trees.
They hoped for the best, but expected the worse.
For now, all they could do was walt.
They waited.

He knew she had a boyfriend back home BEFORE he approached
her.
He wanted to live in his own Peyton Place world like his friends .
One had gone out with a girl
.
Who eventually broke off her engagement to someone else.
Another one was juggling two girls at the same time.
"You can't make love to a postage stamp
or over the phone" remarked a third.

••••
A solitary figure sheded his eyes against the
blinding sun.
He was the first to venture forth and survey the
captivating beauty left: by the storm.
Wading through knee-deep snow, he saw the trees
leaning on power lines for support In holding
Immense amounts of snow.
Sometimes It wasn't enough, as strewn haphazardly
on the ground, were power lines and weakened
limbs.
The t?lack p<?thways were hidden somewhere underneath
his feet, as the snow hunters had long been
beaten bock Into isolation.
Now he could see others venture out. hesitantly at
first, but slowly accepting the situation for
what it was.
They went to garages, and made ready their tools of
snow removal.
Thus began the task of digging out.
The snow eater began satis/\ling their insatiable
appetites for the virgin snow.
Those without theSe pets, used primitive movers to
rid themselves of this extreme nuisance.
Their pained expressions revealed desire and aggravation.
But also, a certain hopelessness seemed to hang over
their heads like a shadow.
They worked on.
He turned around and headed for home.

He wasn't sure what or how long it would take
To win hre love .. .if he could.
He was tired of being "just good friends
They shared alot in common.
He hoped she would give "them" a chance.
But should the ultimate rejection come,
He at least could cherish the good times they did spend together
While scanning the darkness in search of another
Close Encounter. ·
N

•

Filler
By Jay Metzger
Who is he who writes the filler?
This answer. I must know. .
Who is she who types the filler?
Whose -fingers are so swift, and at the end can
barely lift.
Who are they who layout the filler?
With eyes that see the slightest sland, until the
time of night when they can't see the articles
which be sland.
Who is he who proofreads the filler?
Whose marking pen sniffs out the most carefully
hJdden mistake, until the hand begins to
shake. .
Who are they who read the filler?
Are they desperate for a change. or just
looking for a "home on the range".
Who is she who asks for the filler?
Whose mind whirls and spins in agonizing fear
of committing the most serious of sins.
But who is he who writes the filler?
This much I must discern.
Before my mind finds other avenues with which I
must concern.
But now over the next hill, rises the 'answer to
who writes this fill.
It is I who writes the filler.
It is I who frantically searches his brain, and
goes totally insane.
But always comes up roses, before donning my
fake glasses and noses.
But now it is time for me to say good day.
Becauses they have come to take me away.

The Pledge
By A. Greek

..

If you decide to take a chance,
And your life you would like to advance,
Then to pledge,
May give you this chance,
So you will put up with a few days of unknowing,
Never to know what you might be doing,
The critics may look and point,
But they never had the guts,
To do something different,
Or even a little nuts,
So with these you must put up with,
But in the long run,
When the light finally dawns,
You will realize,
It was worth the worry and means,
But is also means many lonely hours
wondering if nayone really cares.
Empty relationships without the security of love
is not as wonderful as one would think, is it?
By Donna Lan;tpen
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Spring Movie Schedulr
cont. from p. 4, col. 5

SCOOP

Administration will not let us
continue." Cathy is also on the February
Blazing Saddles
5
Safety Committee, which is now
12
Airport '77
more active since the fire at
15
A Touch of Class
Providence College.
22 . Lip:-tick
When asked how she felt
26
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
about the Senate, Cathy replied, March
I
Silver Streak
"I think the Student Senate has
5
Pink Panther Strikes Again
TIdbits from United Press International
'improved a lot more than last
12
Dog Day Afternoon
.::!:=ii!'!!!!!EE!!!!!!!!!!~===:3i!!:===============================SEI=. yea r. 0 u r Pres ide n t (R a y
15
Big Bus
:Shideler) seems to know a lot
29
Straw Dog
(Canada)-U.S. and Canadian
more about what tho! student~ April
2
Marathon Man
scientists continue their efforts
(Brockton)- Detective.s ill peed and want." She said, "the
to find the bits and pieces of that
9
The Sailor Who Fell From Grace With
Brockton, Mass., haven't Senate has a tough job because
the Sea
nuclear-powered Russian spy
recovered the contents of a they have to provide so much
12
Slaughter House Five
sattelite that fell from orbit last
tractor trailer stolen last week. socially to keep people occupied.
16
Tommy
week. But Canada's trackless
But they stilI can't understand I think the Senate (Student
19
Lucky Lady
Northwest Territories are a vast
who wouls want the stolen items. ! Programming Board division) is
23
Rocky
and unhospitable region, and the
Two trucks were parked side by I doing a terrific job. There is
26
Slap Shot
search could go on for quite a
side in a city industrial park. One lalways something going on.
30
Bad News Bears
while. Authorities have placed
contained drugs, razor blades,
Cathy also said, "Gerry Hura May
3
The Outlaw Josey Wales
guards around two sites where
and tools. But the truck stolen Iseems to know what the students
7
Murder By Death
pieces of Cosmos-954 have been
contained four-and-one-half :enjoy. She has initiated alot of
13
Last Summer
found. Scientists are studying
tons of fire hydrants, and two the new programs and I think
one big chunk of the sputnik
tons of a booklet called "Toilet there has been a big *AII movies are subject to change. Time of showings to be
found in a nine-foot crater in a
announced.
Tr~ ining for Children."
improvement since last year."
frozen river, hoping their
"If
there
is
anything
that
co.uld
analysis will help them find other
'be added to our calendar, I wishL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Mars)- The search for life on
radioactive pieces.
Mars got a big boost Tuesday, I more intellectually geared events
.and programs could be included.
(Pawtucket)- Two men when two biologists reported
,Bryant should offer more
robbed $50 from a Sunnybrook finding widespread micro
Ilectures on current and world
Farms store in Pawtucket organisms inside rocks in frozen
'events; I think more effort
Sunday, but the young thieves Antartic deserts long thought
should be channeled into this
had their pride. They refused to lifeless. The two Florida State
take food stamps. When the University researchers said area."
cashier gave the men the money, bacteria, algae, and fungi use
By Ed Kasinskas
and offered them the stamps, microscopic pores and fissures
one of the robbers threw them of certain light-colored rocks, as
Have you become accustomed to the metric system yet? If not, you
cant. from p. 5, col. 2
may encounter some trouble if a proposal by the Nati onal Weather
back on the counter. ·Police are shelter from the extremely harsh
business of human relations and
Antartic environment.
Service becomes effective later this year. The proposal urges the
investigating.
her never-ending impact on
exclusive use of the metric system in all reports su bmitted by the
people the world over will
governmental agency. In J uly. temperature read ings will be given in
remain a source of inspiration to
Celsius only. The next change would appear in September , when
all of us."
portable grand and scholarship
on be forwarded to the state
rainfall will be measured in millimeters and snowfa ll in centi mell!rs.
program. A grant is portable
agency, where they will be
Wind speeds will be reported in kilo meters an ho ur 10 ~ Jvember.
cont. from fl. 3. wI. 5
screened. The bank, hopefully,
when a student is not req uired to
The pla n fo r giving the temperatures exclu i ely in Celsiu I ba 'cd
reimbursed
by the Fed, creating
receives approval to make the
stay at an in-state school. He can
on problems faced by British weathermen. They reported the
use the money at any institution
loan, with the agency acting as a build-up of delinquent loans. A
readings in both Celsius and Farhenheit and found that the people
loophole was filled when
he wants to attend. The
guarantor.
unconsciously blocked out the Celcius reading. The "cold tu rkey"
programs in Connecticut and
If default occurs, the bank is Congress made it against the law
switch has been successful in Canada and Australia. . o thing can
Massachusetts are also portable.
reimbursed by the agency. Since to default because ofbankru..PJfIJ . stop radio and television personnel f.rom convert ing the Cel ius
Student loan applications
these loans are federally for a period of fiveJ.- . . .
readings back to Farenheit, but the National Weather Service hopes
received by banks will from now
guaranteed, the sta~e agency is student lea. . . . . .
this will not occur. Should the proposal become reality, sales o f
thermometers with both scales on them will soar.
The Midwest was hit by a major blizzard last week, kiU ing at lea t
79 people, according to a UPI story. Officials fear that more victi ms
could be found beneath the 15-foot snowdrifts which were prod uced
by 80-mile-an-hour winds. In Ohio, an estimated 200 motor ists were
stranded on the highways. State of emergencies were declared in
Michigan. Ohio and Indiana.
~

Ed's
Almanac

.==================================================.

BRYCOL Student Services

Foundation, Inc.

is atcepting ap·plications
for positions open on the
Board of Di rectors.
Applicati9ns are available
at the BRYCOl House.
Deadline: february 8.

New England had its share of winter storms during January as thre
storms passed through the region within a week. Many deaths were
reported. The greatest destruction occurred in Hart fo rd,
Connecticut, when the roof of the Hartford Civic Center Col iseum
collapsed at 4: 19 a.m. Between $6.5 million and $7 million will be lost
in box-office s_lkme, and it will take at least two years to make
repairs.
.
.
Oswego, New York, has received 16 feet of snow thIS wInt er.
Residents in that town tie banners to their car radio antennas so t ha t
they can be seen behind the 9-foot snowbank. Texans were surprised
when a storm left five inches of snow in its wake. It has been one yea r
since the great blizzard in Buffalo, New York, and to celebrate the
anniversary, the residtnts held a black tie party last weekend wit h
over 900 people attending.
The reason the Northeast is receiving storms one after the"ot her is
due to changes in the upper air flow. Last year an air mass over the
Northeast blocked anv northward storm movement and
consequently all storms ~oved due east out to sea. This season. t~e
upper air flow is coming down the middle of the country and IS
swinging back north up the Atlantic coastline. moving a-few hundred
miles east or west. When a Gulf storm gets trapped in the circu lation.
it comes up the coast. Rain or snow developes, depending on wh ich
side of the storm we are on - warm or cold.
Extended Forecast--February 3-9
Look for some snow during the SPB's Winter Weekend. It
shouldn't accumulate to very much, maybe an inch and a half at the
most. The rest of the week will be sunny and cold with temperatu res
below normal.
New Moon--February 7
Average length of daylight--IO hours 14 minutes
Morning star for the month--Saturf\
Evening stars for the month-- Venus, Mars, Jupiter
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Sno Queen Weekend
Tau Epsilon Phi and Beta
Sigma Omicron are proud to
present the 39th Sno' Queen
Weekend February 8th to the
11th.
On Wednesday, February 8th
the Campus Follies will be
presented in the Auditorium.
Admission is 75e and this event
will prove to be very
entertammg. On Thursday,
February 9th the judging for the
Sno' Queen Candidate will take

place in the Auditorium.
Admission is 75e. Candidate
forms are available to
recognized and independent
organizations. They can be
picked up from Greg Rideout,
Dorm 4, room 423. The limit is
12 candidates for the event and
the fraternities and sororities are
given first preference.
Remaining openings will be on a
"first come, first serve basis." On
Friday, February 10th the mixer

will take place in the Student
Center. Entertainment will be
provided by Sterling Magee.
Admission is 50e and guest
passes are $1.50. The weekend
wiII conclude on Saturday,
February 11th. There will be the
Sno' Queen Coronation Ball in
the Salmanson Dining Hall.
Admission is $4.50 per couple.
Door prizes will be awarded.
Winners of the Follies and of
Sno' Queen will be announced.

Livingston Taylor
Not all performers have the
talent and ability of Livingston
Taylor. His unique style offers a
change of pace from the
everyday doldrums of rock and
roll. The Archway, represented

opportunity to tour the campus,
chat with the President, and
sample SAGA cuisine{"they
tried to poison me but didn't
make it.")

by Jeffy Tuna, was privileged to
be granted an exclusive locker
room interview with Live before
his Wednesday evening
performance at Bryant.

Livingston Taylor indicated
that he enjoys concerts very
much, although both Taylors
said they don't like to travel. His
wife, in fact claimed to get

Taylor, along with his wife, his
dog, Rufus, and several of the
crew were preparing themselves
for the performance. Taylor,
apparently straight, busied
himself restringing his guitar,
which he does before every
performance, and just relaxing.
Liv had arrived on campus
abour noon, and had had an

carsick as soon as they leave the
driveway, although she doesn't
really mind as long as she can get

Those big lighted balls
continue to hold their
fascination for the destructive
and larcenous. Recent attacks
have resulted in the toppling of
yet another region (though this .
one did remain lighted!). More
imaginatively, another indi
vidual (believed a non
Bryantonian) last Saturday
decapitated a pole in front of the
U nistructure and attempted to
drive off with his find (for his
collection'!). An alert member of
our elite security force, however,
foiled the attempt, saving us all a
substantial hunk of change. The
temporary storage of the light in
the Security Office inspired one
prankster to rename the law
enforcement unit. . . perhaps
Security has a sense of humor
after all!

Photo by J. W.
Vandalism Strikes Again!

home to sleep in her own bed.
Rufus, who was once a bouncer
in a bar, travels with them when
they're close to home.

Photo by Michael Branat

Review: Ed Sullivan
and Livingston Taylor
There was a vague sense of
anticipation in the gym
Wednesday night as Ed Sullivan
came onto the stage. Ed is a
familiar figure on the Bryant
College social scene. He usually
appears in the Country Comfort,
where he is a favorite of the mid
week drinkers. Due to the size of
the CC and the state of the
audience, he usually generates
much enthusiasm and everyone
has a good time.
Wednesday night at the
concert, was, alas, different. The
audience was large and Sullivan
was unusually nervous. After
making a few remarks about his
uneasiness, Ed started playing.
Judging by the level of applause,
the audience enjoyed the
performance, but something
seemed to be missing: the
intimacy caracteristic of his
style. This missing element
seemed to detract from the total
impact. Sullivan's music seemed
to lack its customary flow, but
the audience enjoyed the
performance nonetheless.
Liv Taylor's performance was
marked by a note of strangeness
from the moment he walked to
the microphone. Without any
form of greeting to the audience,
Taylor began to play
immediately . Most of the
material was original, and the
audience responded faforably to .
the music despite Taylor's
unorthodox entrance. Only after
a few songs did he make an effort
to get close to the audience.
Everyone had a good laugh as

Vandalism Chapter # 69

Taylor broke into a series of
children's songs. He switched to
the piano, and then to a reading
of simple, childish poetry. At
this point, some members of the
audience began to act as if
Taylor had insulted their
maturity, and started to get
boisterous and heckle him.
Seeming to take the insults
personally, Taylor cut his
reading short.

Liv said that he likes playing
wherever people want to hear
. him; in fact, he wouldn't mind
playing to an almost-empty
house. He doesn't have to often,
though; recently, he played at
Madison Square Garden with
Jethro TUll. He found the
experience "intense", but it was
difficult to get close to the
audience.
When asked about his famous
brother, James, Liv indicated
that he sees him occasionally,
but not recently. "Sometimes it's
nice to be near one's family .. ."
Liv is realistic that he does not
share star status but claims he
doesn't miss magazine cover
exposure except as an aid in
selling records . "Visibility is not
an integral part of a close and
personal experience with
fans ... they like me whether or not
I'm on the cover of Rolling
Stone." Livingston considers
himself commercial, as "you're
commercial as soon as you start
making money."
The artist feels no pressure
from his label, as he doesn't
currently have one; Liv says that
prefers listening to records to
naking them, in any event. He
likes to watch "hype" bands,
such as Kiss, which he describes
as a product of marketing; bands
of this nature need something to
maintain interest. Liv also sees
the importance of marketing to
. "Punk rock", which he regards

Taylor finished up with some
well-received banjo pieces, after
which he left the stage amid
thunderous applause, banjo in
hand, without ever acknowledg
as merely a new name for "heavy
ing the audience's cries for an
metal", which was in turn a
encore.
rehash
of acitl rock. Taylor's
I personally found the
favorite
artists for listening to
performance quite imaginative
are such people as Aretha
and enjoyable. However, thanks
to a few ignorant people with . Franklin, Jonathon Edwards,
and Ray Charles.
narrow minds, Bryant has
managed to insult one artist, and
A versatile performer, Liv was
has laid the foundation for a
an interesting and valuable part
reputation for unappreciative
of the SPB's Winter Weekend
audiences .
festivities.

Photo by Jayne Morris

Appointment of Part-time
Protestant Chaplain
By Student Affairs Office
We are pleased to announce
the appointment of John R.
Carlson as part-time Protestant
Chaplain for the campus. Mr.
Carlson comes to us through the
Rhode Island United Ministries
in Higher Education program.
John will be working Ollt of
the Counseling and Chaplaincy
Center and will augment the on
going work of Fr ~ Lolio.
He is a graduate of Upsala
College (A.B., Economics) and

Gettysburg Seminary, Gettys
burg, PA, where he earned his
Master of Divinity. He is
currently pastor of Emanuel
Lutheran' Church in West
Warwick, Rl. John and his wife
and daughter live in West
Wam'ick.
We look forward to a
productive and mutually
beneficial relationship with the
Rhode Island United Ministries
in Higher Education orga
nization.

Asserting Yourself
This is a process where indi
viduals learn new skills to help
deal and cope with stressful,
conflicting and embarassing
situations.
.
The workshop is designed to
facilitate group interaction and
follows a step-by-step program
with a group leader who will
guide the participants through
each phase.

The workshop will utilize such
techniques as demonstrations,
roleplaying, video replay . scripts
and modeling to emphasize
proper usage of skills.
To register. call the Counsel
ing Center at Ext. 342 for a brief . . '
interview. Screening will take'
place during the first week of
classes only!

Class enrollment is limited .
ASSERTING YOURSELF WORKSHOP I. (For Men Only)
Dates and
Times:

Mondays. February 6 and March 13.3:30 p.m. to
5:00 p.m.

Registration:

During the I st week of c1: sses in January - Rcgislcr
in the Counseling Center, Ext. 342.

ASSERTING YOURSELF WORKSHOP II. (Men and Wumen)
Dates and
Times:

Wednesdays, February 8 through March 15.
3:30 p.m . to 5:00 p.m.

Registration:

During the 1st week of classes in January - Register
at the Counseling Center. Ext". 342.
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Inquiring Photographer
This Weeks Question:
What do you think of text book
prices in the Book Store?

Dorreen Rossi--High prices
and poor return policy.

Jeff Schneider--Too much for
used books and not enough for
the ones you resell.

Erin Noel--A little high I
think .

Photos by
Karen j\.
Gill Jeffrey--I haven't bought
anything but a comic book in
four years.

~Iiller

Interviews by

Paul Ponticello--Best buys are
in the cafeteria.

Craig Perry

~~~

Tlt EPSILON PHI - BETA SIGMA OMICRON
•

Friday - Feb. 10

Campus Follies
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

Mixer
Student Center
9:00 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Admission - 50ft
Guest Pass - $1.50

Thursday - Feb. 9

SNO:~
.

Wednesday - Feb. 8

~~

~)~(~

Judging
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

Sno' Queen
Coronation Ball
Salmanson Dining Hall
Admission - $4.50 couple

.,. x

UEEN
EEKEND\78
'f'

. ..
I
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•
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Saturday - Feb. 11

~(w..

,
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~,,~~
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Music provided by STERLING MAGEE ~t::
$at both the Mixer and the Coronation Ball
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Economic Corner
By Richard Spivack
In the past few years the
American public has been
subjected to a new kind of
advertising by the large
corporations of this country. No
longer happy with the "good
old" approach of convincing
consumers to purchase their
products, the intense concentra
tion of big business in this
country (200 companies
manufacture 2/ 3 of all the
American goods) has made a
perceptible shift in its
advertising techniques , the likes
of which spell a new boldness by
business in a capitalist system
threatening to evolve into
socialism .
The old "buy this product
because it's better" advertising is
still being used . However, in
some industries, it is being
supplemented by a multi-million
dollar advertising campaign that
subtly, but effectively comments
on economic and political issues
affecting various groups of
corporations. The most notable
advertising in this regards is
advertising by the energy and
auto industry advocating:
I . Relaxation of laws for clean
air standards.
2. Development of coal as an
energy source.
3. Deregulating the price of oil
products.
4. Granting tax incentives to
the enerfy industry.
5. C riticizing government
required clean air devices on coal

burning energy plants.
6. Lobbying for auto emission
standard changes.
These are only a few of the
issues that companies are
addressing in what the Wall
Street Journal calls a new wave
of "advocacy advertising".
All of these positions are
packaged in advertising
language designed to influence
the American public and thereby
influence national policies.
Although the advertising would
have us believe that all of this is
being done in the public interest,
in fact, it is done in the self
serving private interest of these
corporations, often in direct
conflict with the pu blic interest.
For example, in the energy
field it is in the interest of energy
corporations to develop
resources they control as rapidly
and at as Iowa cost as possible.
Wheras the public interest is best
served by cautious, orderly,
studied development making a
concerted effort to recoenize as
many of the externalities as
possible. In many cases there is a
natural adversary relationship
between the economic interests
of the corporations and the
environmental interests of the
pu blic. (this is dramatically
brought out to reality by the
Seabrook, N.H. demonstrations
and the current concern over the
LNG plant location on Prudence
Island).

The House of Moy
The Bryant College area
liuffers from a sparsity of
Chinese restaurants-especially
g<:rml ' 'OII~: nie ~~oi Moy,
located at 95 Mineral Spring
Avenue, is one of fewer than half
a dozen of the species, and does
not rate very highly.
Visiting the establishment one
recent Thursday evening, we
were ushered to our table
immediately. No reservations
are necessary. Service was
prompt in the almost-empty
resturant. The interior decor is
banal and unimaginative,
alt hough better than the outside
appearance, which is that of a
Chinese McDonald's. And was
typical of most Chinese food

iI SP~~:::'OF 'ifi
THE WEEK

I

Wednesday Nite

i

Recorded

BE

'.

I

atlO
Half'
live

at Gulliver's
'a'

iI
II

service es ta blis h melltS':" The
model fountain did add to the
scenery, though, trickling away
throughout our meal.
We began with "Polynesian"
drinks. These particular ones
bore the name of ''Chee chees"
and were served in imposin~
ceramic, which resembled' stone
gods, mugs complete with
porou sels (which, as one curious
reporter discovered, actually
functioned.) After we had begun
to relax . the appetizer (eggroll)
arrived . These were the standard
resta!lrant fare (i.e. excessively
vegertaria n). The entrees
followed hot on their heels, as

the kItchen was closing (abt.
9:30). The Shrimp with Almonds
featured hidden shrimp, and
fairly good vegetables (celery
and water chestnuts). The
Cantonese Chicken was
unspectacular, but not
unpleasant, with unerotic pea
pods. The sampling of the
dessert menu was precluded by
our late dining hour; our
continued presence was delaying
closing.
All in all. if you're looking for
a Chinese meal and aren't all that
discriminating, The House of
Moy may be worth a try .
Otherwise, try Boston's
Chinatown; the prices may be
higher, but the food is superior.

WJMF Staff Openings
WJMF has immediate
openings for persons interested
in being a Disc Jockey. Help us
to expand our hours. Stop by the
station anytime and sign up for
training. Training sessions begin
as early as this Sunday,
February 5. We could put you
ON THE AIR in only a few
week's time!!
But you don't like the idea of
being a DJ? It sounds good, but
you think you'll he too nervous?
Why not become a trainer and
teach other people to become

The Goodby'e Girl
By Craig Perry

mentioned a new boldness
on the part of business. Some of
us are continually shocked by
the reminder of where the power
lies in this country. J\ supposed
democracy in which the word
and opinion of the American
citizen is held in high esteem. But
history has taught us about the
"Robber Barons" who did not
play by the rules and managed to
amass great wealth and social
respectibility. Or more recently
the oil embaq~o in which
immense profiteering took place
at the expense of the American
consumer. Or need I say more
than repeat the often mentioned
term when referring to where our
government really makes its
decisions, "Smoke filled rooms".
What I am getting at is never
before have the wielders of
power turned to the American
people for justification of their
actions. Could this new
commercialism be an outgrowth
of the Watergate era or is it
possible a premise of the Carter
era under a facade od
popularism in which the
American people would like to
feel that it is they who are
making the decisions. I know of
no specific answer only that we
the consumers are in for a new
wave of conscience raising and
possibly propagandizing with
unfortunately the spoils going to
those who can outspend the
oppisition through costly
I8xert.ising.

Restatlrant Review

GI
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. DJ's'! Get involved. If interested,
see either Paula Vitale or Steve
Feinberg at the radio station.
Many other positions are
available In Sales, Public
Relations, News, Music, and
Engineerilfg. If interested, see
Steve Feinberg at the station.

Movieland has a new love
story on the silver screen. This is
a Neil Simon flick starring
Richard Dreyfus and Marsha
Mason.
It unwinds the tale of an over
thirty divorcee (Mason) who
"wins" (Dreyfus) an actor for a
sub-lease apartment mate. She
falls in love with him and they
live happily ever after. Too bad
it's not as simple as it sounds.
Before meeting Dreyfus, she
had just ended an affair with
another actor named Tony.
Basically, he dumped on her.
She and her ten year old
daughter were going to the land
of the sun-California, with
Tony. He of course left town
without them and then for extra
cash he subleased the apartment
tp another actor. The only
problem is that it was occupied
with divorcee and child .
This bad ex perience makes
her very angery at alJ
professional actors. So at 3 in the
morning in walks Dryfus with
reciept in hand for su bleasing the
next three months. She can't
move out and he can't move in or
can he. Well to make a long story
short she let him move in so long

as he keeps on his side and she on
herS':
Now the love scene. First the
ten year old daughter develops a
crush on him. Then it's like
daughter like mother routine.
She starts to find him sexy in a
special way. He comes home
drunk one night after a play he
was stareing in and she takes
care of him. The story develops
and so does there love. Then one
day Mason comes home to find
Dryfuss packing his clothes. Is
this anoth dump job'! Will she be
left high and mighty by another
member of the actors guild?
"Will you return'!" she asks
him. He re~lies, "Of course I
will." Will he really? Since I
don't want to spoil your fun, you
have to see it to find the answer.
The next question is: Is it
worth viewing. Definately. The
acting is might good and the ploy
will keep y' ou away from the
candy counter. There is actually
a plot you can follow . That alone
makes it worth while seeing.
Finally it has alot of class. I give
it five star~ in the T.V. Viewers
hall of fame . I hope you enjoy it
as much as I.

WJMF Concert Report
By Lee-Ann Kenney
At the Paradise Theatre in
Boston . .. February 3 and
4 ... WA YLAND FLOWERS
AND MADAM-two shows
nightly at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
February 5.. . TRENT ARTER
BERRY-one show only a 7:30
p.m. February 6, 13, 20 and
27... BLEND-one show only at
9:00p.m. February 7... DUKE
AND THE DRIVERS-one
show only at 9:00 p.m. February
8 ...CRACK THE SKY-one
show only at 7:30 p.m. Coming
February 12... ANNE MUR
RAY
Okay KISS freaks, get ready
because the show of shows is
about to happen. Those fire
eating, blood spitting monsters
will be at the Providence Civic
Center tonite at 8:00 p.m. So all
you KISS freaks out there be
sure and catch the show.
EMERSON, LAKE AND
PALMER will welcome back
their friends on Feb. 4 at 8:00
p.m. as they appear in concert at
the Boston Garden.
BARRY WHITE with the
LOVE UNLIMITED ORCH 
ESTRA will appear at the
Providence Civic Center on Feb.
9 at 8:00 p.m.
ART GARFUNKEL, with
special guest DAN HILL, will be
in concert at the Worcester
Memorial Auditorium on Feb. 9
at 8:00 p.m., and abo at the
Leroy Concert Theatre on Feb.
II at 8:00 p.m.
Recently, RANDY NEW
MAN has created quite a stir

with the public after his
recording of "Short People".
Well, all you short and tall
people are invited to see Randy
in concert at the Leroy Concert
Theatre on Feb. 9 at 8:00 p.m.,
with special guest THE DIRT
BAND and MAC McAN
NALLY . '
On Feb. 17, at 7 and 10 p.m.,
DA VE MASON and BOB
W E LCH will be in concert at the
Music Hall in Boston.
SANTANA, with special
guests EDDIE MONEY,
at the Music Hall on Feb. 18 at
8:00 p.m.
Spend an evening with
HARRY CHAPIN on March 2
at 8:00 p.m. at the Music Hall.
On March 3, at the Orpheum
Theatre in Boston, TH E
OUTLAWS and SEA LEVEL
will be in concert at 8:00 p.m.
JIMMY BUFFET will be at
the Orpheum on March 9 at 8:00
p.m.
On March 10, RUSH , with
special guests THE BABYS , will
be at the Orpheum at 8:00 p.m.
ANGEL will be at the
Orpheum on March 12 at 8':'0 0
p.m., with special guests GODZ.
BLUE OYSTER CULT and
BEE BOP DELUXE will be in
concert at the Springfield Civic
Center on March 19 at 8~ p.m.
They'll also be at the Music Hall
on March 30 at 8:00 p.m.
On March 23 at 8:00 p.m.,
STYX and STARZ will t,e in
concert at the Orpl:o::: ·m.
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Mass Schedule
Ash Wednesday, Februay 8,
2 Mas!>es
12 noon and 3:30 p.m.
in the Auditorium
Ashes will be distributed during
the Masses.
Daily Lenten Mass
12 noon, Monday-Friday
in the Auditorium
Sunday
12 noon Folk Mass in Rotunda

Secretarial Awards
Lynn Roy has satisfactorily
completed the requirments for
the 160 words-a-minute Expert
Shorhand Certificate.
Mary Jane Colasante, Diane
Tetreault, Deborah Thomas
have been awarded the Advance
Shorthand Certificate for having
satisfactorily completed the
shorthand requirments of 140
words a minute.
Marie Carlino. Patricia
Champoux, Patricia Cuddy,
Eileen Evers, Susan Fearn,
Claire Gerry, Karen Haverly,
Donna Manzi, Sheryl Lake,
Karen Mazzacone, Jean Meyer.
Victoria Paffenback, Mildred
Riley, Barbara Spratt, and
Susan Wgryniak have been
awarded Advanced Typewriting
Certificates for having
completed the typewriting
requirements of at least 75 words
a minute.
Kathleen Sander (86 wpm) and
Joyce Williamson (81 wpm)
have been awarded the Expert
Typewriting Bracelet for having
satisfactorily completed
typewriting requirements of at
least 80 net words a minute.
Cathleen Anderson (96 wpm),
Mary Bedard (96 wpm), and
Ronald Ronzio (97 wpm) have
benn recognized for their
outstanding achievement.

Student Directories
Available
The 1977-78 College
Directory of Students, Faculty
and Staff can be picked up at the
Archway, Salmanson Dining
Hall and the Student Center on
Friday, February 3 and
Monday, February 6,

Reminder
Tuesday. February 7. is the
last day for Add and Drop. All
forms must be turned in to the
Registrar's Office by that date.

Spring Break News

Tax Service

Relaxed partying for your
eight spring break days . in
dazzling Bermuda! Trip includes
hotel, flight, eight transfers.
Each room is equipped with
kitchenette. There will be a bay
cruise, mixers and the clear blue
Atlantic. Everything for just
$308.00 per person based on
quad occupancy. Deadline is
almost here! Contact Louie at
942-7700 or Gene at 944-4765.

Providence, Rhode Island ....
John J. O'Brien, IRS District
Director for Rhode Island,
anounced today that taxpayers
can now order forms and
publications by caling a new,
toll-free, telephone numnber,l
800-225-0717 .
As in past vears. Rhode Island
taxpayers will receive their tax
packages through tne mall.
However, should additional
forms or publications be needed,
the above number can be caled
anytime,24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

Poetry Review

~

The National Poetry Press
announces
The closing date for the
submission of manuscripts by
College Students is:
February 15,
Any student attending either
junior or senior college is eligible
to submit his verse. There is no
limitation as to form or theme.
Shorter works are preferred
because of space limitations.
Each poem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet, and
must bear the name and home
address of the student, and the
college address as well.
Manuscripts shoud be sent to the
Office of the Press.
National Poetry Press
Box 218
Agoura. Ca. 9130 I

Summer Jobs
FREE Fifty State .......
Employer Directory. leJlQa
stamped, self.adf.lttJt.QI .
business size envelop. JlO:
SUMCHOICE, Box 530-S,
State College, PA 16801.

Backgammon Club
Meeting every Thusday
at 3:15
Upstairs in the Student Center

Spring Break News

...

College students will gather at
Daytona Beach Easter week for
the party of the year. Space is
limited so make your
reservations now!
DAYTONA FIESTA--Your
special bus leaves Putnam,
Saturday morning, March 18
and arrives in Daytona Beach on
Sunday morning. Stay six nights
at the Holiday Inn on the beach.
Leave Daytona Saturday,
March 25 and arrive back in
Putnam on Sunday. Join your
friends from other area colleges
for nine fun-packed days!
$196.00 per person! Reserva
tion deadline is February 10, so
for information and reserva
tions, contact Sally at 232-0128.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Spring Break News
Fly down to Florida for just
$148.00 round trip, a savings of
over 30 percent on the normal air
fare. Less than twelve seats left!
Contact Mr. RealI at 231-1200,
Ext. 344. or call Gene at 944
4765.

Financial Aid
Deadline
Applications for financial
assistance must be filed each
year. The review process will
take place during the spring
semester with award notifica
tions being made around June I,
1978.

DPMA Notice
The first meeting of the
semester will be held on
Wednesday, February 7 at 3: 15
in Room 361. Topics for
discussion will include nominees
for officer positions. member
ship enrollment drive. and new
fund raising activities.
If you are an active member
interested in a leadership role, be
there! New members and ideas
are welcome to keep the club
active. See you Wednesday,
February 7.

Wanted
For Two Girls- large sunny
room. Wardrobe closets.
Connecting compartmentai
bath consisting of two vamtJes,
tub / shower, etc . Driving
distance approx. I-I!h miles.
Walking distance via Brayton
Mowery roads I mile. Interested
parties call 231-1827. Mornings
best.
Ride wanted due South-as far as
possible. Destination Maryland.
Weekend of February 17, or
sooner. will share expenses and
driving time. Please reply to
P,O. Box 2595 .
Wanted:
One used camera; any type
reasonably priced.
Contact Ray-232-0255

Wednesday - 2/ 8/18
Thursday - 2/ 9/18
Friday - 2/ IOj78

Internal Revenue Service
Penn Mutual
Filene's
Uniroyal
Connecticut Mutual Life
Sanders
Macy's
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph

ANY SENIORS WHO HAVE NOT PICKED UP THEIR
INTERVIEW ~CHEDULES ARE URGED TO DO SO .
. AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

For Sale

Lost and
· Found
Found
Set of Keys on Leather Key
Chain, 3 keys found near dorm
13 parking lot. Keys at security .

To the Sesame Street lrilnF"
Glad you're all back. May this be
the best semester yet. - Cookie
Monster

Contact Lenses
Save on brand name hard and
soft lents supplis. Send for free
ilIustrats.,d catal2B. Co~tact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix
Arizona 85011.

Diamond Ring
Good price. Can be seen by
appointment. $150 less than
retail. !h Carat for $540. I have
reciept from Zales. Broken
Engagement. Call 274-9795
between 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.

Personal
Valentines's Special
Personal Section!!!

Abe, Span, Kizzy, and Melody
If you need a place to get away,
stop and visit.
M. Elizabeth- If we need a life
boat, I have got one. If we need
anything else, just ask. - Love,
Francis
Pamella- Has anyTHING come
up yet? We're waiting for you to
have someTHING to show for
yourself. It's okay, take your
time. We know your theme song
is "Down in the V ALLEY". Your fellow Basket- Cases,
Squaky and Starz*k
P.S. Just remember. we owe you
this!

Submit personals by Tuesday,
February 7.

Missus K.- The snow was great,
That wasn't all. Sure put a smile
on. - Love. Master C

Nik- It seems like an eternity
since we've been together, but it's
only 2 more weeks. I'm counting
the days. All Il}Y love. - Kitten

To the pilots- What goes on
when your door is closed? How
about instituting an Open Door
policy this semester.

Is Jay really the pinball queen.
Nick- Cute haircut.
Sean- I'm still looking for a
picture of you for the Board.
Njck- You must have kissed the
. ~Iarney Stone- I've never heard
anyone whb can talk and talk
without saying anything.
Thanks SPB
enthusiasm and
during the past
Winter Weekend.
AMS

for your
dedication
weeks and
- GMH and

To my leg man- ThankS for
being such a special friend.
Beth - OOPS! - George- Sorry
about the film- I wanted those
pictures for you. E. L.O. musIc in
the background.. . Lets get
together sometime.. .K?.at the
PIT? .. Fire .. .. Time.... - Love
You-Peace, Your Buddy

COUEGE

Mr. Z. and Billy Beaver
Corruption is determined by the
act, not the period of duration. 
The U ncorruptables
Billy Beaver- How many more
close encounters with the
porcelain god are you going to
have this semester?
Tom- The next time you are at a
loss for words, try saying "Nollo
te frangere mes lapides."

Sue P- Thanks for the dances. Ray
Good Luck Phi-Epsilon-Pi
pledges - Ray
Kelly- Two Retards, Huh. - Ray
Good luck Seniors
Bill R.- Can you make it thru the
semester?
Roni, Karen- It's nice know you.
- Tim and Ray

I

ADULT

WINTER CLASSES
BEGINNING DECEMBER 14th

IMPROVE YOUR READING SKUS
• COMPRaENSION
• SPEED READWG

Following are the companies coming on campus February 6.1978
through February 10, 1978:
Monday - 2/ 6/18
Tuesday - 2/1 /18
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• VOCABllARY
• TESTWG

I
I
I
I
I

•• PHONICS
STUOYSKUS
• BUSINESS f«) .
• TEONCAl READING

FOR tXMUTf I\FORMA TrJN & CLASS samus
CALl.

JOtftSON 8t WAllS I READnG r4S11TUTt
.COU£GE
:
(401) 45&-1085
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Football and
Basketball Polls?

Weightlifting
By Chris Blasko
Weightlifting is a firgtIfr
competitive sport practiced by
those conerned with staying in
shape. Another exercise similar
to weightliftillg, w~ight training
is also practiced by those who
exercise with barbells to develop
strength. People lift for a variety
of reasons. The most popular
reasons for lifting are to develop
strength, improve physical
appearance, increase power to
succeed in other sports, or for
physical rehabilitation.
The tools of lifting consist of
barbells (long steel rods to which
cast iron disks are attached), and
dumbbells (short barbells).
T here are three main types of
lifts; the snatch, clean and jerk,
and the press. In the snatch, the
barbell is pulled from the floor
overhead in one motion. The
clean and jerk consists of a lift to
the chest, then overhead. To

press, the barbell is lifted from
the chest in one pull, then pushed
overhead.
Weights can be lifted -for

By Bill McKitcnen
The college football and
eJrercise in a variety.ofways. The
and went from ninth to fifth. ThE'
basic prinCiple lor bUllomg basketball polls seem to be
U PI basketball balloting
muscle deals with force working making less sense each season.
consists of 42 coaches that are
against it. By gradually Two ofthe biggest reasons is' that
allowed votes. Here is a partial
increasing resistence over a some institutions are very
list of where they come from;
period of time the muscle popuhir with the voters and there
Conference
Teams
Votes
becomes stronger. There are may also be a geographical
special protein diets that enable imbalance in the votes.
Pacific 8
4
ACC
3
body builders to acquire the
At the conclusion of the
Western Athletic Conf. 8
4
additional stamina and strength football season, Notre Dame,
Big 8
8
4
Missouri Valley
7
3
required for serious lifters. Texas, Arkansas, Alabama, and
ECAC
64
6
Trimming fat and putting many Penn State all had 10-1 records.
unused muscles back into Texas lost to Notre Dame, Penn
These coaches, according to
condition requires many hours State was beaten by Kentucky by
UP I, a re selected on t he basis of
of work. It is also advisable to four points, and b.oth Alabama
seriority and nonriety. However,
have someone work out with and Arkansas lost to Texas. The
UCLA rookie coach Gary
you-just in case! Keeping in team that was eJected national
Cunningham has a vote, whereas
shape has become very champion, Notre Dame,
Dave Gavitt of Providence,
important to many people in the suffered their lone loss to very
Danny Crum of Louisville, and
U. S. The popularity of lifting is weak Ole Miss team. When one
George Blaney of Holy Cross do
on the rise. Whether you're looks at who lost to who,it seems
not.
toning up for this summer's the Fighting Irish should have
So if you feel your favorite
beach days, or just working out, been ranked fifth. But the Easter team has been short
it's advantageous to you in the basketball balloting makes the changed, or that your favorite
long run.
football system look logical.
football team was cheated out of
A few years ago, Notre Dame the national championship. you
.....
~-••- ••- ...
~........ lost a basketball game to Indiana
just may be right.

• • • • • Slow Motion Basketball
• • • •
• • • • • • Quinnipiac
• • is led• by •its senior
• senior
Indians systematically attacked
Now they go after the team
Most of Saturday's fans were
•

the slow-down style and
back in the gym on Tuesday
eventually
forced Rhode Island
night when the Indians played
turnovers.
host to intra-state rival Rhode
When the Indians pulled
Island College. But instead of
ahead by twelve points midway
another exciting game, they
through the second half, the
watched thirty minutes of slow
Anchormen were forced out of
motion basketball as the visitors
their shell. When that happened,
tried stopping the Bryant attack
the game was all over.
with stalling tactics.
With freshman Ernie DeWitt
There wasn't a shot taken for
and senior Paul Seymour
the first three minutes, and after
leading the way, the Indians
twelve minutes, the ball had only
outscored
them 22-7 over a five
gone up eight time .
minute
stretch
en route to a
But Bryant opbomore Dan
comfortable 59-37 victory, their
MazzuUa su mmed it up after the
sixth straight.
game with, "T hey can slow us
They have knocked off a
down, bu t hey can't stop us."
nationally
ranked power and
Mazzulla was right. The ploy
of Rhode Island coach Dave they overcame the slow-down
Possinger didn't work as the tactics of an intra-state rival.

1977

Bryant Bowlers
Capture First
By Mark Masley
The Bryant varsity bowling
team captured first place at the
Edward L. McCaffrey Memorial
Tournament last Saturday in
Lowell, Mass. Bryant still stands
8 points behind league leading
WPI in the Tri-State
Conference.
Leading Bryant included all
events winner Paul Weisman,
who bowled an overall score of
1145. Weisman also bowled the
highest single game for Bryant
with a score of 245.
Rounding out the other
scoring included Steve Miles
(II (0), Mark Masley (1115), and
Ed Zenhye(1113. Miles shot 3
games of 200 or better, Masley 2,
and Zenhye 2.
Bryant's next tournament will
be this Saturday at Auburn,
Mass. for the ACU Region I
tournament. Bryant's five man
team faces a grueling 9 game
series which begins at 12 noon.
B rya~t's _ main concern is
whetber Paul Weisman can
withstand "9 s.traight games while
using a 16-lb. ball.

that has been more trouble for
Bryant basketball during the
past nine years than any other
school in New England.
It all takes place Saturday
night in the gym as Coach Tom
Folliard and his high-flying
basketball team plays host to
Quinnipiac College in an 8 p.m.
game.
Foiliard is hoping this
Saturday's crowd equals or
surpasses last week's attendance
because the Indians will need all
the help they can get. In the last
nineteen games against the
Braves over a nine-year period,
the victory totals read:
Quinnipiac 17, Bryant 2.

college-division All-American
Harold Driver. But Driver will
have his hands full against the
Indians frontcourt of Mazzulla,
DeWitt, Steve Walker, Tom Box
and Chris Avery. Those five
have given the Indians the best
front court attack in Bryant
basketball history.
DeWitt is leading the
individual scoring statistics with
a 20 point per game average. The
6'4" freshman sensation has
captured the ECAC Division
Three "Rookie of the Week"
award three times thus far this
season.
Following close behind
DeWitt in the scoring race is

•

•

.,

•

4

guard Paul Seymour.
Seymour has demonstrated why
he is considered one of the best
outside shooters in the East as he
has hit over 50 percent from the
'field in each of the past four
games.
Following Saturday'S game
the Indians have two important
home contests next week hosting
Bentley on Tuesday and Suffolk
on Thursday.

PINBALL

TOURNEY
On Wed., December 14, 1977,
Bryant held its First Annual
Pinball Tournament. With 170
students participating, we
awarded the top three scorers
with trophies and the top ten
scorers with T-Shirts. The top
three finishers were· Howie
Rappaport-36 I ,430 . pts., Earl
Vigoda-356,590 pts., and Joe
Butler-34I ,950 pts. I would like
to thank all those students that
participated. I would also like to
thank· Mr. Walter Stadnicki
from . Stad. Distributing for
donating all the prizes and for
his cooperation in this
to~rnament.

John Falardeau
Game Room Mgr.
The Fall 1977 Intramural
Bowling Champions were the
Gold Buds, They were Alan
(Scobee's) Muster, Greg
Gensler, Steve Levasseur, Neil
Henrikson, and Alt. Bill
Bundeff. The runner-up team
was T.E. True Brown, Russ
Neumann, Dan Denehy, Lance
Walsh and Alt. Bill McMahon.
Thank You
John Falardeau
Game Room Mgr.

DURING SPRING BREAK

VISIT DAYTONA
for only $274.00 tax includedl

Includes:

*9

days and nights at the Plaza Hotel on
Atlantic Avenue.
* dep ~rture from Boston on March 16, return
on March 24.
* transportation to and from hotel.
INTEAESTED?--Call Gail at 232-0192.
40 person limit . $25 deposit immediately

Sponsored through the, Alumni Association.

I
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Bryant Beats Nationally Ranked Springfield
Move into Third Place in N .E.
By Bob Dakers
Bryant upset nationaHy-ranked
Springfield , 75-63, last Saturday
night. Springfield came into th(
game with only one loss and was '
ranked second in New England,
and fifth nationally in the
NCAA's Division II.
Bryant came into the game
ranked fifth in New England,
and as a result of the win, they
moved up to third in the coaches
poll with 36 points. Springfield
remains in second place with 37
points, and Merrimack is first
with 75 points.
Bryant took a 33-30 lead at the
end of the first half. They were
paced by the play of freshman
foward Steven Walker, who
made six of seven shots for
twelve points in the first half.
Bryant had led by as many as
nine points in the first half.
Getting off to a slow start in
the second half, Bryant managed
only two points in the first seven
minutes and Springfield took the
lead 42-37. But Ernie DeWitt hit
on back to back baskets, and

Photo, by Michael Brandt
The

Indians Dominate
Backboards

the

Ernie

Dewitt Skies
Springfield

Over

Paul Seymour's shot put Bryant
on top to stay. Dan Mazzulla
then followed with a three point
play and the Indians had built a
four point lead.
Springfield could not get
within two points the rest of the
game. Bryant went on a tear and
consistently hit. It was DeWitt
and Mazzulla underneath, while
Seymour continued his hot
shooting from the outside. At
one point, Bryant enjoyed a 73
52 lead.
Bryant had balanced scoring
from four players. DeWitt was
high man with 19 points,
Seymour had 17, Walker 16, and
Mazzulla II. DeWitt also led the
team in rebounding with II.
Mazzulla followed with 9, and
Walker had 7. Bryant got good
ballhandling from Mike
Travassos and Bob Mahon, as
Springfield tried unsuccessfully
to apply full and half-court
pressure.
Coach Tom FoUiard called
the game Bryant's "best team
performance" so far this year.
Bryant committed only seven
turnovers during the game.

I
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for all students

Monday,

~=~etThursday

i Limited to 24 Teams
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Here are the eighth weekly
UPI coaches' rating of Division
Two college basketball teams in
New England:
Division II
I . Merrimack

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I
E

~
5

;
I
i

I

sign up now with John in the ~=
~ Game Room with a $6.00 team ~
i= deposit.
We start bowling on §=
! Monday, February 13.
~
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Springfield
Bryant
Sacred Heart
Bridgeport
Quinnipiac
Assumption
Bentley
St. Anselm's

75
37
36
31
15
14
8
6

5

BRYANT COLLEGE
STUDENT BODY BECOMES
VOCAL

II
I
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Folliard was especially pleased
with the attendance at the game.
He said the "student body was
incredible." He felt Bryant was
given a tremendous homecourt
advantage because of the
enthusiasm shown by the crowd.
Bryant will have to play well in
future games if they hope to be
one of the four teams to be in the
New England College-Division
playoffs. Folliard said that for
the first time "teams will be
coming in here looking to knock
us off. Instead of us trying to
knock them off." He also
stsated, that "a loss to either
Quinnipiac, Bently or
Assumption would hurt our
chances."
Bryant is playing Quinnipiac
at home Saturday night, and
Bently at home next Tuesday.
Both teams are in the top ten in
New England .
Show your team the support a
top ten team deserves to keep it
moving towards the top.

By Joseph Welch

Cheerleaders Stimulate the
Bryant Fans

Photo byMichaelBrandt

Athletic Shorts
World mile champion John
Walker of New Zealand will
undergo surgery on his leg and
will not compete in the indoor
track meet at Los Angeles this
weekend.
Doctors have advised him to
have an operation to relieve
pressure in one of his legs that
restricts his circulation. The
muscles in his leg expand and
tighten after thirty minutes of
sustained running, cutting off
the circulation. After the
operation, Walker hopes to be
able to continue training for the
commonwealth games at
Edmonton in August.
The NBA has reinstated
forward Kermit Washington
following a 60-day suspension
for punching Houston's Rudy
Tomjanovich. Washington was
suspended while a mem ber of the
. Los Angeles Lakers, but has
since been traded to Boston. He
will be allowed to play on
February 10.

A native of North Providence
and a graduate of p r : ; : '
College, the 6-foot Oi .
.,
signed a two-million dollar,
year contract with the Buffalo
Braves in 1973.
He was Rookie-of-the-J._
for the 1973 season, but . , .
portions of the next three years
on the Buffalo bench. He was
traded to the Lakers before the
start of last season.
. DiGregar io, w ho j o i n s
Providence teammate Kevin
Stacom in the Boston backcourt,
has averaged 10 point-7 points
and 4 point-t assists per game in
his four full NBA seasons.
Boston is expected to place J o
JO White on the injured res.erve
list to make room for Ernie " D."
White, who played in 488
consecutive games be fore
missing last night's cont est
against Indiana, is bothered by a
sore' . foot.

Last Saturday night 1,900
screaming students packed the
The New York Mets have
Bryant College Gymnasium to
i'nvited righthander Bill Greif, a
watch the Bryant College
veteran of six major league
basketball team play nationally
seasons, to their St. Petersburg,
ranked .Springfield College.
Ernie DiGregorio was waived
Florida, spring training camp.
When walking into the gym, one 'y the Lakers Monday. After he
The 27 year-old pitcher sat ou t
could feel the excitement as the cleared waivers this afternoon,
last season after being released
large crowd watched intently the Celtics signed him to a trial
by the Montreal Exp os ,
while the team warmed up. contract and said he would in
Previously, he pitched fo r the 5t.
Then, as the starting lineup of uniform tonight when the Celtics
Louis Cardinals, San Diego
DeWitt, Mazzulla, Seymour, face the Lakers at Boston
Padres and Houston Astros .
Walker and Travassos rang over Garden.
the loud speaker, the crowd
showed its excitement with
round after round of applause.
This excitement lasted
Recond 13-3
throughout the hard-fought
game. When Bryant started to
H igti" Scorer
Score
pull away from Springfield in a
DeWitt 16
Bryant 93, Worcester 53
flurry, and Dan Mazzulla
DeWitt 32
Quinnipiac 84, Bryant 82
dunked the ball, it brought the
DeWitt
20
Bryant
109,
Nichols
61
crowd to its feet in an uproar.
Avery 27
Bryant 80, So. Conn. 65
In talking to Coach Folliard
Seymour 24
Bryant 92, Lowell 79
after the game, he thought the
DeWitt 20
Bryant 85, Bridgeport 67
crowd made a big difference in
Avery 29
Bryant 81 , RIC 75
the game. He commented, "This
DeWitt 25
Bryant 93, SMU 63
vtas the first home game where
Walker
16
Hartfurd
69,
Bryant
60
the team had a real home court
DeWitt
30
Hartwick
84,
Bryant
68
advantage. The crowd gave the
Seymour 18
Bryant 67, Oneonta St. 56
team a big emotional lift which
DeWitt & Mazzulla 15
Bryant 73, SMU 68
helped the team in winning."
DeWitt 33
Bryant
84,
Babson
75
He feels that the crowd will be
DeWitt
19
Bryant
75,
Springfield
63
important to the team in their
Bryant 59, RIC 37
quest to make the ECAC
Bryant 85, Barrington 68.
Tournament.

Scores as of Feb. 2

